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VDU-100R/MR Inputs & Outputs
Audio In/
Microphone

Ethernet In/Out

Ethernet In/Out
N/A

Video In

For 100R

Audio Out/
Speaker

Power On/Off

RS-422/Triggers

RS-232/PTZ

Note: The VDU-100R comes with
an 8 GB SD card installed.

N/A

For 100R

Antenna

Configure/
GPS

Power In

VDU-100R/MR Keypad Operations
Note: 1. The Keypad only stays illuminated for 30 seconds. If you wish to check status or change a function,
press the ‘Status’ pad. This will cause another 30 second illumination. The LEDs must be
illuminated to change a function
2. To change a function (e.g., move from Cell mode to LAN mode), press the desired pad (e.g., ‘Mode’)
and allow the LED to step sequentially to the desired selection. If you just press and release,
the feature will not change. This is to prevent an inadvertent change of function.
3. The DVR takes approximately 6 seconds to ‘boot-up’ after selecting DVT IN-1 or IN-2. The DVR is
recording when the LED goes from flash to steady.
System is either Off or 30-second illumination
period is over. Press ‘Status’ to confirm On/Off.

System is in LAN Mode. DVR off.

System is in Cell (modem) Mode. DVR off.

System is in Cell (modem) Mode.
DVR On IN-1 (Video 1).

VDU-100R Standard Accessories
1. RS-232 Cable
2. RJ-45 Ethernet Cable
3. RS-422 Cable
4. Mode Configuration Cable
5. Power Cable Adapter
6. Dual Band Cell Antenna
7. Antenna 90⁰ Adapter
8. AC/DC Converter
9. Power Cable w/ Flying Leads
10. Cigarette Lighter Adapter Cable
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Not Shown: GPS Receiver; 8 GB SD Card; Microphone & Cable; Audio Out Cable
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VDU-100R Video Encoder
Quick Start Guide

July 2013

VDU-100R Quick Start Guide
The 2 USB Drives contain all of the software and documentation necessary to install and use a VDU-100R Encoder.

Thumb Drive #1 –Software & Documentation (titled ‘S/W & Docs’)
Software Folders








‘TVI Server’ Folder – contains the TVI Server software that the Encoder will connect to (required component)
‘TVI Manager’ Folder – contains the Manager administration software (required component)
‘Control Center’ Folder – contains the main viewing application (required component)
‘SEMCO Viewer’ Folder – contains a secondary viewing application for laptops/PCs
‘USB Thumb Drive’ Folder’ – contains a copy of the software on the USB Configuration Thumb Drive (#2)
‘TVI-Android Viewer’ Folder – contains the Viewer ‘app’ for an Android phone
‘April-2013.firmware’ – most recent firmware load

Documentation Folders


VDU-100R Quick Start Guide & Detailed User Guides

Thumb Drive #2 – Configuration Software (titled ‘Config’)
Used to configure the VDU-100R Encoder

Quick Start Procedure
This Quick Start Guide is designed to get your VDU-100 video distribution system up as running as soon as possible.
The VDU-100 Detailed User Guide contains all the information on the many important and unique features of the VDU100. The Quick Start Procedure involves 6 simple-to-implement steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Install the TVI Server software on the designated internet-capable server.
Install the TVI Manger software on a laptop/PC and perform some preliminary setups.
Configure the USB Thumb Drive (#2) using some of the information from Step 2.
Power-up the VDU-100 Encoder and configure it with USB Thumb Drive #2.
Install TVI Control Center software on the same laptop/PC used in Step 2.
Optional: Install and configure TVI Viewer on Android phones (Step 6A), iPhones, iPads (Step 6B).

Step 1: Install TVI Server.


Note the address of the machine running the Server software (e.g. 70.167.120.68)

TVI Server is a software application that sits on a publicly accessible machine and is responsible for receiving the
video from each Encoder and then redistributing it to each type of Viewer (e.g., Control Center, TVI Viewer, Android).
TVI Server implements a security database to ensure that only trusted Encoders and Viewers are allowed to connect
to the Server. During installation there is one account created for you that allows you to access your Server and
begin creating your own Encoder and Viewer accounts.
The default login details are:
•
•

Username: Administrator (note capital A)
Password: password

The Server also supports the encryption (using AES-128 or AES-256) of all data between the Encoders and Viewers.
This is optional and something that can be configured during the initial setup (or later).
System Requirements
The TVI Server is a Java Application that requires the following:
•
A computer running Java 6 or higher (Supported on Linux and Windows XP, Vista, Windows 7, Server 2003,
Server 2008).
•
A connection to the Internet that can support the combined bandwidth requirements of your TVI Encoders and
Viewers.
•

Specific ports opened/forwarded on any intervening Internet firewall.

•

A Static IP Address. (If the address of the Server were to change no encoders or viewers could connect to it.)

•
An accurate, synchronized clock – most versions of Windows do this automatically, while Linux requires
some software such as an NTP client.
Installing the TVI Server on Windows
On the supplied USB Thumb Drive (S/W & Docs), there is a ‘TVI Server’ folder containing one setup executable that you
must run. This installer application should be run by a user with Administrator privileges because it installs the TVI
Server as a Windows Service.
The installer will install and create all of the files and services required for TVI Server. It can also automatically open the
required ports on Windows Firewall. Please note that Internet Routers or Firewalls will need to be configured separately.
After the installer has completed, it will automatically run through the Server configuration options. (See 'Configuring the
TVI Server' (next page) for an explanation of the configuration options).
The installer will create several useful shortcuts on the Start menu: All Programs/TVI Server. These shortcuts are:
• View Services. Opens the Windows Services management window. This allows you to manually start and
stop the TVI Server service (the service is called 'TVI Server').
• Configure Server. Stops the server, runs through the configuration options and then starts the server.
• Restart Server. Stops and starts the server.
• Get Encryption Pack. Regenerates the current encryption pack and starts a Windows explorer window with
the encryption pack highlighted. The Server's fingerprint file is also regenerated and will be in the same folder.
• Uninstall TVI Server. Stops and uninstalls the TVI Server.
• Request Server License. Contact Michael Samuels (SEMCO) at 800 995 0636 x 1126 or 760 310 1196 for
information on activating the Server license. This license will be for 24 months service, support and software and
firmware upgrades; 2 simultaneous encoders on the server; and, 20 simultaneous Viewers.
Once the installer has completed you have a fully working TVI Server on your machine. You can check the TVI Server
is accessible by installing and running TVI Manager and then connecting to the Server.
Installing TVI Server on Linux (See VDU-100R Detailed User Guide)
Configuring the TVI Server
If you have installed the Server using the Windows Installer you can configure the Server by using the ‘Configure

Server’ shortcut from the Start menu. The TVI Server will then ask you some configuration questions.
Server Name
Please enter a name for the server. (This is used in the TVI Manager so that you can distinguish one server from
another.)
IMPORTANT: The Server Name is also used during the encryption process, so if you change the Server's name you
will have to re-apply the Encryption Pack to every Encoder!
The Server Name can only contain letters, numbers, dash and full stops. [Current setting is 'XXXXX' - press Enter to
continue using] Server Name:
The Server's name serves two purposes:
•

A Display Name in TVI Manager so that you can distinguish between different TVI Servers.

•
As part of the Encryption process. If you change the TVI Server name, then a new Encryption Pack will
be generated which you must then distribute to every TVI Encoder (through the USB Thumb Drive software).
If you want to keep using the existing name (if one is set) then just press 'Enter' to continue onto the next question.
Server License
Next the Server will attempt to detect the License Server and report the current capabilities as shown here:
License Server Detected - Current License Limits:
Total Hardware Encoders
:2
Total Software Viewers
: 10
Total Mobile Encoder Apps : 0
Press Enter to Continue:
The process for managing License Files and installing a new license is described in the next section -‘TVI Server
License Files’.
Encryption
The next question relates to encryption. The Server currently supports AES-128 and AES-256 encryption
between Encoders and the Server. This encryption is transparent and adds approximately 1-3% bandwidth overhead
to the Video Stream. To enable this capability you should answer 'Yes' to the following question:
Would you like to enable secure connections (encryption)?[Current setting is 'Yes' - press Enter to continue using] Allow Secure
Connections [Y]es/[N]o: yes
Generating RSA keys, please wait........DONE

ENCRYPTION PACK CREATED!
The TVI Server has created an Encryption Pack file that contains all of the information required to setup a TVI Encoder to
use encryption. This file is called 'encryption.pack' and is located in the same folder as the TVI Server. You should
copy this file and import it into the USB Drive Software when configuring a TVI Encoder.
Press Enter to Continue:

The Server will then create an Encryption Pack that you can use to configure Encoders (through the USB Thumb
Drive Software). It is stored in a file called 'encryption.pack' in the same folder as the Server. You should copy this file and
keep it somewhere safe - you will need this file whenever you configure a Encoder to use encryption. The Server also
generates a file called 'fingerprint.txt' which contains a shorter (40 character) human readable version of the encryption
pack which users of the Viewer and Control Center software may require when connecting securely to the Server. The

encryption pack file itself contains a token to uniquely identify the Server and the Server’s public key. The Encoder then
uses it to verify that it is communicating encrypted data with the correct Server.
TVI Server License Files
TVI Server uses a License File to control how many Hardware Encoders, Viewers and Mobile Encoders (Android and
Apple) can be connected to a particular TVI Server simultaneously. It also ties the TVI Server software to a particular
computer. When a License File is issued by SEMCO, this also allows the user to install any software updates that are
issued within 24 months of this date. This is referred to as the “Software Maintenance Period”. You can check the current
Software Maintenance period expiry date using TVI Manager as shown here:

The License File itself is a text file that contains entries for each of the types of Licenses that have been issued as well as
a digital signature. Do not change the contents of this file as it could cause TVI Server to stop working.
Firewall Ports
You will need to open the following ports on your firewall to allow communication between TVI encoders and applications:
Port 9300 (TCP & UDP)
Port 9301 (TCP & UDP) – only required if you are using encryption
Ports 2048 (UDP)

Step 2: Install TVI Manager.
System Requirements
TVI Manager is a graphical Java Application that requires the following:
• A computer running Java 6 or higher (Supported on Linux and MS Windows)
• A network connection to the TVI Server you will be managing
Installing TVI manager on Windows 2000/XP/Vista/7
On the supplied USB Drive there is a ‘Software/TVI Manager Setup’ folder containing one setup executable that you should
run. It is a very simple installer that copies the Manager files onto your laptop/PC and creates a TVI Manager shortcut in
the ‘Digital Barriers’ All Programs folder on the Start menu. It is recommended that you put the TVI Manager shortcut
on your desktop.
Note: If WinRAR, WinZIP, the Nokia Data Suite (or some other compression utility) opens when you select the TVI Manager shortcut then that
program has 'stolen' the JAR extension from Java. You can either go to your compression utility's preferences dialog and deselect JAR files as a
registered file type for that program or you can right-click the JAR file in Explorer and select Java from the list of available programs.

The TVI Manager Interface
When you launch TVI Manager you will see the main Manager interface:
To connect to your TVI Server click the ‘Add’ button at the top-right of the main window. This will bring up the ‘Add
Server’ dialog. Enter the address of the Server (e.g., Milestone or 192.54.54.23) and then click the ‘Next’ button.
Once you have reviewed the details, click the ‘Finish’ button and Manager will add the Server to your list of Available
Servers.
When you add a new Server or select it from the ‘Available Servers’ list box, Manager will attempt to
communicate with the Server and retrieve a list of Encoders, Users and Groups that have been added to the Server.
If you have not logged onto the Server before, you will be prompted for a username and password.

Once Manager has finished communicating with the Server, the main interface will change to show you five tabs:
• Server Status
A general overview of the current state of the Server.
• Encoders
A list of all Encoders that are allowed to connect to the
Server. From here, also see which Encoders are
connected to the Server and configure any Encoders
currently connected to the Server.
• Encoder Groups
A list of all Encoder Groups on the Server. An Encoder
Group allows you to group Encoders into one item so that it
is easier to assign permissions to groups of Encoders at
once.
• Users
A list of all Users that are allowed to connect to the
Server. From here you can assign which Users are
allowed access to which Encoders.
• User Groups
A list of all User Groups on the Server. A User Group allows you to group various Users together so that you can

collectively assign permissions in one easy step.

At this point in the initial setup, you are only interested in the Encoders and Users tabs.
Encoders Tab
The 'Encoders' tab is where you manage your Encoder Accounts and configure the settings of your Encoders. Any
VDU-100 Encoder that attempts to connect to your Server must have an account created in TVI Manager before it will
be allowed to connect.

The list shows all the Encoder accounts that have been created on the Server. Below the name of each Encoder is the
current connection status of the Encoder. Underneath the Encoder list are various controls for managing Encoder
accounts and configuring your Encoders. The first three buttons at the bottom (only visible to System Administrators)
allow you to add an Encoder account, delete an Encoder account and edit an existing Encoder account.

The 'Configure' button allows you to edit the settings of an Encoder (only if the Encoder is currently attached to the
Server). This will open up the Encoder Configuration window were you can edit the setup and configuration of an
Encoder.
The 'View Stream' button will open up a video window where you can watch the video stream from an Encoder.

Users Tab

The main list displays all of the users of the system, along with any description you added to the user account. If the
user's icon has a key next to it this signifies that that user account is a full System Administrator. ‘Administrator’ is a
default User as that is what you signed into the Server for the first time from TVI Manger (Administrator; password).
You can now, or later, assign a new administrator name and then delete Administrator. You do that by selecting the
‘Add User’ tab and then assigning that User as a ‘Full System Administrator’.
The buttons along the bottom allow you to:
1. Create a new user account (Add User)
2. Edit and delete user accounts
3. Assign User Permissions
4. Show a list of Connected Users
The steps required to allow a user to access an encoder are:
1

Create the user a new account using the 'Add User' button

2

Assign the permissions to the user to access the Encoder using the 'Assign Permissions' button

Changing
password
password
password

the password only changes the password on the Server and does not change the
stored on the Encoder. If your Encoder is currently connected to the Server using the old
it will no longer be able to connect to the Server until you reconfigure it or reset the
back to the old password.

The ‘Delete’ button will delete the Account from the Server. If you delete an Encoder Account the Encoder will be
disconnected from the Server and will no longer be able to connect to the Server.

Step 3: Configure the USB Thumb Drive (#2 – ‘Config’)
1. Insert Thumb Drive into laptop/PC
and select ‘Configure Encoder’.

2. Select ‘i300 Encoder Board’, ‘Next’.

3. Select ‘Internal 3G Modem’ from
dropdown menu.

4. Select the Service Provider
(Example is AT&T)

Using a 3G AT&T SIM Card
Use Default Settings
‘Next”

Using a 4G AT&T SIM Card
a. Type ‘Broadband’ in APN field
b. Leave Username & Password blank
c. ‘Next’

5. ‘Select secondary communication device:’
‘Not Enabled’, Next

6. Enter the same Encoder Name and Password
that was entered in TVI Manager (Step 2).
‘Next’

7. Enter your Server address (from Step 1).
‘Next’

8a. Select ‘No Encryption’ from the dropdown
menu. (You can test the encrypted mode later.)
‘Next’

9. Select the Encoder’s local time zone.
‘Finish’

10. Select ‘OK’ and then properly remove the
USB thumb drive from the computer.

11. Encryption Procedure
Perform a normal configuration until you get to sub-step 8. Then follow the procedures below.
a. Select ‘Encrypt the Link between the
Encoder and Server’.

b. Select ‘Select Encryption Pack’.

c. Select ‘Encryption Pack’.

d. The ‘Encryption Pack:’ box should
now be filled in. Select Next.

e. After you finish the rest of the
configuration procedures, your Thumb
Drive file should look like this.

Note: For more detailed information on configuring the USB thumb drive, please see Appendix C
of the Detailed User’s Guide.

Step 4: Turn on the VDU-100 and Configure It
1. If intending to use the broadband wireless/GSM mode, attach the antenna and insert the
SIM Card into the slot.
2. If using the LAN mode, connect one end of the Ethernet cable to the VDU and the other end
to the Network.
3. If using the SatPhone mode, connect one end of the Ethernet cable to the VDU and the other end
to the satellite terminal .
4. Attach a cable from the composite (analog) video source to the VDU.
5. Turn the Power On.
6. Insert the USB Thumb Drive into the VDU’s USB slot.
7. After approximately 60 seconds, remove the USB Thumb Drive (you do not have to turn
the VDU Off).

Step 5: Install TVI Control Center on Laptops/PCs
1. Install TVI Control Center Setup from USB
Thumb Drive #1 – Software and Documentation
Note: The software versions expressed here may be dated. SEMCO will
configure the Thumb drive with the latest versions at the time of shipment and
will advise when the respective software/firmware is updated.

2. Once Control Center is opened,
Go to File/Add New Video Stream

3. Enter the Server Address (e.g., 70.167.120.68),
then ‘Next’
‘Use Secure Connection’ box can be checked or unchecked.

4. User name is Administrator; password is
password, then OK

Administrator
password

5. At the Password Manager Dialog Box,
Click Yes

6. Select the Encoder (e.g., Texas1)
then ‘Finish’

7. When you put the Cursor on the left margin, the
video streams you selected and the Server they are
associated with will be observable.

8. Select File/Save Video Stream List

9. Select Yes. Type in a Name (e.g., Flight)
and then Close

Flight

9. The next time you open Control Center, your encoders will be
visible when you place the cursor on

Just select the encoder you wish to observe. A good technique is to select an encoder
(e.g., Texas1) and choose Control this Video Screen, then select Texas1 again and this time
select Add to Video Wall. The resulting view will be as displayed below:

Texas1

1
2

Data Rate &
Frame Rate

Encoder Name

Video Wall
Control Screen

PTZ Controls

Take
Photos

Open
PTZ
Enhance
Image

Record
Video

Note: Video and JPEG Recordings are stored by default in the following folder
(but you can put them in a custom location): My Documents/xxxxxx/Archived Video and Pictures

Select Camera 1
Camera 2

Frame Rate
Adjustment

Enable Audio
Adjust Bandwith

Adjust
Video Parameters

List of Most
Recent Recordings
(Video & JPEG)

Step 6A: Installing & Operating an Android TVI Viewer
1. Email the viewer20.apk to the Android phone.
(See Thumb Drive #1 – Software/Android Viewer/viewer20.apk)

2. Note: Be sure that your phone will accept applications
from Unknown Sources. On Android 4.0 open ‘Settings’
and select ‘Security’ then scroll down to ‘Unknown
Sources’ and ensure that this is ticked.

On previous versions of Android, open ‘Settings’ and
then select ‘Applications’. The top menu item will now
be ‘Unknown Sources’. Ensure that this item is ticked.

3. The next step is to get the application package ‘viewer20.apk’
and select Install. When the app is first launched, it will display
an end user license agreement (EULA).

4. The ‘Add a New Server’ screen will now be displayed. Enter the
details of your server, username and password on this screen
and click OK. Select Remember Password; Check or Uncheck
Use Encryption.

5. After entering the server details, the server list will be
displayed. Additional servers can be added to the list using
the ‘Add Server’ button at the bottom of the screen. The
username will also be listed.

70.167.120.68
(user1)

6. To view a video stream, a connection to a server must be
established. When the server list is displayed, tapping a
server in the list will establish a connection to the Server
and retrieve a list of the available streams.

Available streams will be displayed at the top of the list in bold
along with their current maximum bandwidth setting. Any
streams that you have permission to view but are not
currently connected to the server will also be displayed at
the bottom of the list and will not be selectable. If
streams have been accessed previously, they will be
displayed in the list with a thumbnail image along with a
timestamp of the last access. The most recent streams
will be positioned at the top of the streams list in order of
access time.

Within 30 seconds you should join the video stream and
see live video.

You can use the handset’s back button to close the
video and return to the previous screen. There are
various icons placed around the edge of the screen
which will be described below. Please note icons
are only displayed if the feature is enabled and if
the user has permission to perform the action.

Texas1

Padlock Icon
(Encrypted)

Hi-Res Icon
GPS (Globe) Icon
Configure (Sliders) Icon
Camera Icon

Switch Camera Input
PTZ Icon

Padlock Icon
The padlock icon in the top left is displayed if the user has enabled Encryption on the connection.
The icon will also indicate if the connection is using AES 128 or AES 256 bit encryption.
Camera Icon
The camera icon in the bottom left corner will take a snapshot of the current frame of video and store
this on the handset’s externals storage in the following directory: /Pictures/TVI Viewer/. These
pictures will then be accessible from the standard Android picture viewing application and can then be
sent out as email or message attachments. It is also possible to ‘long press’ on this icon to start the
‘share’ action which is a quicker way to share the image with any other supported applications on the
handset such as an email client.
Configure (Sliders) Icon
The configure icon will open the configuration screen for this
encoder. As previously mentioned, it is also possible to access
this screen by long pressing an item on the ‘Stream List’ screen.
This can be useful if the Encoder is also configured to too high a
bandwidth to allow the app to start viewing the stream. The
Configuration screen allows the user to change the bandwidth,
frame rate and frame dimensions of an Encoder. The user will
need to have the appropriate permissions setup at the Server in
order to do this.
GPS (Globe) Icon
When the GPS icon appears, this indicates that the stream
contains GPS location information from the Encoder. Clicking on
this icon will start a mapping view with live tracking of the
Encoder’s location displayed as a camera icon. Live video from
the Encoder is shown in a thumbnail in the top right corner.

70.167.120.68

Configuration

The user can long-press anywhere on the
map screen to access the mapping options

The Map Options menu allows the user to switch between satellite maps and regular maps, start
and stop the tracking of the Encoder’s current position, share the current location via email or other
apps that support this action and open the location using any built in mapping application such as
Google Maps.
If tracking is enabled, the last 20 Encoder positions are shown as grey markers with a yellow line
showing the path taken. Tapping a marker displays a balloon with position and timestamp information.

To return to full screen live video press the handset’s back button or double-tap the live video
thumbnail.
Hi-Res(olution) Icon
If Hi-Res is available on the video stream, high resolution images can be retrieved from the Encoder.
Hi-Res mode can be entered by tapping the blurred picture and sharp picture icon. If the request was
successful, the icon is highlighted while Hi-Res mode is active and the live video is moved to a
thumbnail in the top right corner. Note that PTZ is disabled when in Hi-Res mode.

The frame in use for Hi-Res can be zoomed by pinching and moved by dragging to the area of
interest. A selection for Hi-Res retrieval is made by tapping the opposite corners of the selection area.
The area tapped is highlighted with a green circle and the selection area is drawn as a red rectangle.
The image is enhanced in the requested area when the Hi-Res image is obtained from the Encoder.

Normal full screen video can be restored by pressing the handset’s back button.

Switch Video Input Icon
If the Encoder you are connected to has more than one available video input the switch camera input
icon will be available on the right of the screen. Pressing this icon brings up the ‘Choose Input’
screen.
PTZ Icon
If PTZ is available on the video stream you are watching, the PTZ icon in the bottom right of the screen
will be available. Clicking on this icon will request control of the PTZ camera. The PTZ control can
only be used by one viewer of the stream at a time. If another user is currently using it you will get this
message on screen.

If you successfully take PTZ control of the camera the icon will highlight green and there will be
additional controls available on the right of the screen. The top two buttons are zoom in and zoom
out. When you touch these icons the camera will start to zoom in/out and when you release it will
stop zooming.
Zoom In
Zoom Out
Presets

To pan and tilt the camera you can touch anywhere on the video picture and the up, down, left and
right arrows will appear as shown below. The small arrows move the camera at a low speed, the
larger arrows faster. As with zoom controls, touch and hold the icons to move the camera – release
to stop movement.

The PTZ Presets icon

, below the zoom buttons, opens the list of presets.

The list can be scrolled by touching and dragging to the entry you want. To go to a preset, click on it.
To cancel this operation, press the phone’s ‘back’ button. To set a preset, ‘long press’ an item in
the PTZ presets list. This will bring up the following screen to allow you to name the preset. If you
wish to keep all the previous presets and just want to add a new one, scroll to the bottom of the preset
list and put this new preset where the list says: [Not Set]

Step 6B: Installing & Operating an iPhone/iPad TVI Viewer
Note: The TVI Viewer app requires an iPhone, or iPad with iOS 4.3 or above.
TVI Viewer is available to Install from the Apple iOS App Store:

TVI Viewer

1. When TVI Viewer is first launched the ‘Add A Server’ screen will now be displayed. Click Ok on
the welcome message and enter the address of your Server, username and password on this
screen and click Save.

70.167.120.68
user1
password

2. After entering the server details, the server list will be displayed. This should now contain the
server you just added. Additional Servers can be added to the list using the ‘Add Server’ button
at the top left of the screen.

70.167.120.68

3. To make any changes to a Server configuration, press the blue arrow icon at the right hand side
of the server name.

70.167.120.68

70.167.120.68
user1

4. To delete a server from the servers list, select ‘Edit’ from the top right hand side of the screen then
select the red delete icon to the left of the server name.

70.167.120.68

70.167.120.68

When a Server is deleted from the list any recently used streams from that server are also deleted.

Viewing Video
70.167.120.68

To view a video steam, tap a server on the list.
This will establish a connection to the Server and
retrieve a list of the available streams.

Blue1

Texas1

Green1
70.167.120.68

1

2

Orange1

Available streams will be displayed at the top of the list along with their current maximum bandwidth
setting. Streams that are not currently connected to the server will also be displayed at the bottom
of the list and will not be selectable. Only the streams that the user has permission to view will be listed.
If streams have been accessed previously, they will
be displayed via the Recent Streams list, which
can be accessed by selecting the left hand side tab
at the bottom of the streams list.

Texas1 Blue1

Server: 70.167.120.68

Orange1
Server: 70.167.120.68

Green1
Server: 70.167.120.68

Clicking on the name of the encoder will start the video and you
will see this screen while the connection is established. Within
30 seconds you should join the video stream and see live video.

Note: icons are automatically hidden after approximately ten
seconds. Tapping anywhere on the screen will redisplay them.
This is configurable, see the Application Settings section.
You can use the close button (X) to close the video and return to
the previous screen. There are various icons placed around the
edge of the screen which will be described below. Please note
icons are only displayed if the feature is enabled and if the user
has permission to perform the action.

Streams List Icon
The Streams List Icon provides you with quick access to
the streams list for the server you are currently connected to.

Texas1

Select a stream from the list to switch to viewing that stream.

Camera
Settings

GPS

PTZ

Camera Icon
The camera icon in the bottom left corner will take a snapshot of the current frame of video and
store this in the device’s photo album. These pictures will then be accessible from the Photos
App and can then be sent out as email or message attachments.
Settings Icon
The Settings icon (next to the camera icon) will open the
configuration screen for this encoder. The Configuration Screen
allows the user to change , the video input (Camera tab); the
bandwidth, frame rate and frame dimensions of an Encoder (Stream
tab); the user will need to have the appropriate permissions setup
at the Server in order to do this.

Local picture quality settings on the device can also be
accessed from this screen (Picture tab).

Location Icon
If the location icon appears, this indicates that the stream contains GPS location information from the
Encoder. Clicking on this icon will start a mapping view with live tracking of the Encoder’s location
displayed. Live video from the Encoder is shown either above or side by side with map, depending
on the orientation (landscape or portrait) of the device.

The user can press the map button in the top left of the map area to change the map type.
To return to full screen live video tap the location icon in the video area again.

PTZ Icon
If PTZ is available on the video stream you are watching, the PTZ
icon in the bottom right of the screen will be available. Clicking
on this icon will request control of the PTZ camera. The PTZ
control can only be used by one view of the stream at a time. If
another user is currently using it you will get this message on
screen.

If you successfully take PTZ control of the camera, the icon will
highlight

and there will be additional controls available

on the screen. The magnify icon will open the zoom and advanced
PTZ controls. When you touch the zoom controls the camera will
start to zoom in/out and when you release it will stop zooming.

Please note that the available PTZ controls will be specific to
the type of camera being used.

To pan and tilt the camera you can touch anywhere on the
video picture and the up, down, left and right arrows will
appear as shown

The small arrows move the camera at a low speed and
the larger arrows move the camera at a faster speed. As
with the zoom controls, touch and hold the icons to move
the camera and release to stop movement.

Zoom
Presets

The Bookmark icon

to the left of the PTZ icon,

opens the list of presets.

This list can be scrolled by touching and dragging to find
the entry you want. To go to a preset you can click on it.
To cancel this operation you can press cancel at the top
of the screen.

To set a preset you can press set on any item in the presets list. This will set the preset to the
current position of the camera. If you wish to keep all the previous presets and just want to add a
new one, scroll to the bottom of the preset list and put this new preset where the list says:
<not set>.

Application Settings
TVI Viewer’s application wide settings and
preferences can be accessed from your
Device’s (iPhone or iPad) settings menu.

Appendix D

Safety Recommendations
The I300 board contains ESD (electrostatic discharge) sensitive devices. Electrostatic charges
readily accumulate on the human body and equipment where discharge can occur without
detection. Permanent damage may occur on devices subjected to high energy discharges.
Proper ESD precautions are recommended to avoid performance degradation or loss of
functionality. Store any unused I300 boards in anti-static packaging.

The I300 uses an integrated Telit UC864-G cellular modem. The use of the I300 may be
dangerous and has to be avoided in the following areas:
•
•

Where it can interfere with other electronic devices in environments such as hospitals,
airports, aircraft, etc.
Where there is risk of explosion such as gasoline stations, oil refineries, etc.
Antenna characteristics must match those specified in this document and care must be taken
during installation to avoid any interference with other electronic devices.
There must be a minimum separation between an antenna and the human body of 20 cm.

The I300 incorporates reverse voltage protection and surge protection against DC voltages
not exceeding 50v DC.
Additional protection is recommended when operating from non-regulated or vehicle power
supplies.
It is recommended that an inline fuse be fitted when operating from a vehicle supply.

The power GND input corresponds to the I300 chassis ground and external power isolation
must be used where there is a risk of accidental connection to mains level voltages.

It is the responsibility of the final unit manufacturer to ensure that the use of the I300 is
allowed in the country where the unit is sold and that all necessary certification for the unit is
in place.
Do not disassemble the I300 or attempt repair. Any mark of tampering will invalidate any
warranty.

Systems Engineering & Management Company
1430 Vantage Court
Vista, CA 92081
(800) 995-0636
July 2013
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TVI Server
TVI Server is a software application that sits on a publicly accessible machine, as a point of contact for
TVI Video Encoders and Viewers. It receives the video from each Encoder and redistributes it to each
authorized Viewer. TVI Server implements a security database to ensure that only trusted Encoders and
Viewers are allowed to connect to the Server. During installation, there is one account created for you,
titled Systems Administrator, that allows you to access your Server and begin creating your own
Encoder and Viewer accounts.
The default login details are:
Username: Administrator (note Capital A)
Password: password

Additionally, the Server also supports the encryption (using AES-128 or AES-256) of all data between the
Encoders and Viewers. This is optional and something that can be configured during the initial setup.

System Requirements
The TVI Server is a Java application that requires the following:
A computer running Java 6 or higher (Supported on Linux and Windows XP, Vista, Windows 7, Server
2003, Server 2008).
A connection to the Internet that can support the bandwidth requirements of your TVI Encoders and
Viewers.
Specific ports opened/forwarded on any intervening Internet firewall.
A static IP Address. If the address of the Server were to change, no encoders or viewers could connect
to it.
An accurate synchronized clock – most versions of Windows do this automatically, while Linux requires
some software such as an NTP client.

Installing TVI Server on Windows
On the supplied USB Thumb Drive there is a Software\TVI Server folder containing the TVI Server
Setup executable. This installer application must be run by a user with Administrator privileges, because
it installs the TVI Server as a Windows Service.
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The installer will install and create all of the files and services required for TVI Server. It can also
automatically open the required ports on Windows Firewall. Please note that Internet Routers or Firewalls will
need to be configured separately.

The first time that TVI Server is installed it will automatically run through the Server configuration options.
(See Configuring the TVI Server (next section) for an explanation of the configuration options).
The installer will create several useful shortcuts on the start menu in a folder called Start/All
Programs/TVI Server. These shortcuts are:
View Services. Opens the Windows Services management window. This allows you to manually start
and stop the services associated with TVI Server. There are 2 services installed: ‘Network Server‘ and
‘TVI Licensing’.
Configure Server. Stops the server, runs through the configuration options and then re-starts the server.
Restart Server. Stops and starts the server.
Get Encryption Packet. Regenerates the current encryption pack and starts a Windows Explorer
window with the encryption pack highlighted. The Server's fingerprint file is also regenerated and will be
in the same folder.
Request Server License. Contact Michael Samuels (SEMCO) at 800 995 0636 x 1126 or 760 310
1196 for information on activating the Server license. This license will be for 24 months
service, support and software and firmware upgrades; 2 simultaneous encoders on the server;
and, 20 simultaneous Viewers.

Once the installer has completed, you have a fully working TVI Server on your machine. You can check
that the TVI Server is accessible after installing and running TVI Manager (page 7) and then connecting to
the Server.

Configuring the TVI Server
If you have installed the Server using the Windows Installer, you can configure the Server by using the
Configure Server shortcut from the Start/All Programs/TVI Server/Configure Server menu.
If you have a Linux install you should stop the TVI Server and then run it in configuration mode by using
the following commands:
java –Djava.library.path=. -jar NetworkServer.jar –config

The TVI Server for Linux will then ask you some configuration questions. (See Appendix A)

Server Name
The first question you will be asked is what to name the Server:
Please enter a name for the server. (This is used in TVI Manager so that you can distinguish one server from
another.)
IMPORTANT: The Server Name is also used during the encryption process so if you change the Server's name
you will have to re-apply the Encryption Pack to every Encoder.
The Server Name can only contain letters, numbers, dash and full-stops. Server Name:

The Server's name serves two purposes:
1. A Display Name in TVI Manager so that you can distinguish between different TVI Servers.
2. As part of the Encryption process. If you change the TVI Server name, then a new Encryption
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pack will be generated which you must then distribute to every TVI Encoder (through the USB
Thumb Drive software).
If you want to keep using the existing name (if one is set), then just press 'Enter' to continue onto the next
question.

Encryption
The next question relates to encryption. The Server currently supports AES-128 and AES-256 encryption
between Encoders and the Server. This encryption is transparent and adds approximately 1 - 3%
bandwidth overhead to the Video Stream. To enable this capability you should answer 'Yes' to the
following question:
Would you like to enable secure connections (encryption)? [Current setting is 'Yes' - press Enter to
continue using] Allow Secure Connections [Y]es/[N]o: y
---------------------------------------------------------------------Generating RSA keys, please wait........DONE
---------------------------------------------------------------------ENCRYPTION PACK CREATED!
The Server has created an Encryption Pack file that contains all of the information required to setup a
Encoder to use encryption. This file is called 'encryption.pack' and is located in the same folder as the
Server. You should copy this file and import it into the USB Thumb Drive Software when configuring a
Encoder.
Press Enter to Continue:

The Server will then create an Encryption Pack that you can use to configure Encoders (through the USB
Thumb Drive Software). It is stored in a file called 'encryption.pack' in the same folder as the Server.
You should copy this file and keep it somewhere safe - you will need this file whenever you configure an
Encoder to use encryption. The Server also generates a file called 'fingerprint.txt' which contains a shorter
(40 character) human readable version of the encryption pack which users of the Viewer and Control
Center software may require when connecting securely to the Server.
The encryption pack file itself contains a token to uniquely identify the Server and the Server’s public key.
The Encoder then uses the key to verify that it is communicating encrypted data with the correct Server.

Requesting a New or Upgraded License
Installing License Files
Windows License File Install
To Install a License File on a TVI Server installed on Windows is a fairly straight forward process.
SEMCO will email you a License File with a file name (e.g. license.tvi_lic). To install the file simply doubleclick on the file and the Server will automatically be stopped, the License File validated and the Server
restarted. When the install of the license is complete you will see this dialog reporting the new License
capabilities of the Server.
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Linux License File Install
The process for installing a new License File on Linux is slightly different and is described below.

1. Copy the TVI License File to the directory that the Server is installed in.
2. Rename the file from “.tvi_lic” to “.lic” and give it a unique name in the directory.
E.g., if this was the third license installed
mv license.tvi_lic license3.lic

3. Stop both the TVI Server and License Server processes and then start both again. It is
important to always start the License Server process before the TVI Server process.
You can now verify the License File has been applied correctly by looking at the ‘Server Status’ tab in TVI
Manager.

Tracking Problems
The Server maintains three log sources:
Server Access Log – Logs connections to the server. Encoder Events Log – Logs encoder
event notifications. System Log – Logs Server debug output.
The Server Access log and the Encoder Events log can be viewed using the Logging (tab) menu in TVI
Manager.
The System log is stored in a file in one of the following locations:
Windows: c:\var\log\networkserver.system
Linux:

/var/log/networkserver.system

The System log file contains low-level technical details for the Server. You can open this file in any
standard text editor or use a free utility such as ‘Tail for Win32’ - http://tailforwin32.sourceforge.net/. This
utility will allow you to view the contents of the log file in real time.
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Firewall Ports
You will need to open the following ports on your firewall to allow communications between TVI encoders
and applications:
Port 9300 (TCP & UDP)
Port 9301 (TCP & UDP) – only required if you are using encryption
Port 2048 (UDP)

TVI Manager (Manager)
TVI Manager is the main management and configuration tool within the TVI system and is used for
several tasks:
Server Security
TVI Manager allows you to control which Encoders and Users are allowed access to the Server and to
assign the Encoders that each User is allowed to access. It also allows you to assign permissions on
what Users and User Groups can and cannot do.
Configuring your Encoders
Once your Encoder has connected to the Server, you can use Manager to setup the additional
requirements to use the advanced features of your Encoder, e.g. PTZ Camera Control, GPS, Archiving,
etc.
Remote Log Access
You can remotely search the Server Access log (which lists who has accessed the Server) and the
Encoder Event log (which logs important Encoder events, e.g. power and temperature issues, alarm
events) on the Server. You can access these logs by selecting the Logging tab at the top of the TVI
Manager screen.

System Requirements
TVI Manager is a graphical Java Application that requires the following:
•

A computer running Java 6 or higher (Supported on Linux and MS Windows)

•

A network connection to the TVI Servers you will be managing

Installing TVI Manager on Windows
On the supplied USB Thumb Drive, there is a ‘Software and Documentation\TVI Manager’ folder
containing one setup executable. It is a very simple installer that copies the Manager files onto your
machine and creates a TVI Manager shortcut in the Start/All Programs/Digital Barriers/TVI Manager
folder.
Note: If WinRAR, WinZIP, the Nokia Data Suite (or some other compression utility) opens when you
select the TVI Manager shortcut, then that program has 'stolen' the JAR extension from Java. You can
either go to your compression utility's preferences dialog and deselect JAR files as a registered file type
for that program or you can right-click the JAR file in Explorer and select Java from the list of available
programs.
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TVI Manager Interface
When you launch TVI Manager you will see the main Manager interface:

To connect to your TVI Server, click the Add button at the topright of the main window. This will bring up the Add Server
dialog. Enter the address of the Server (e.g. Milestone or
192.54.54.23) and then click the ‘Next’ button. Once you have
reviewed the details, click the Finish button and Manager will
add the Server to your list of Available Servers.

If you have more than one Server, you can change which Server you are currently using by selecting it
from the Available Servers list box at the top of the window.
When you add a new Server or select it from the Available Servers list box Manager will attempt to
communicate with the Server and retrieve a list of all Encoders, Users and Groups that have been added
to the Server. If you have not logged onto the Server before, you will be prompted for a Username and
Password.
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The default username and password for a new Server installation is: Administrator/password (note the
capital A).
Once Manager has finished communicating with the Server the main interface will change to show you
five tabs:

•

Server Status
A general overview of the current state of the Server

•

Encoders
A list of all Encoders that are authorized to connect to the Server. From here also see which
Encoders are connected to the Server and to configure any Encoders currently connected to the
Server

•

Encoder Groups
A list of all Encoder Groups on the Server. An Encoder Group allows you to group Encoders
into one item, so that it is easier to assign permissions to groups of Encoders all at once.

•

Users
A list of all Users that are allowed to connect to the Server. From here, you can assign which
Users are allowed access to which Encoders.

•

User Groups
A list of all User Groups on the Server. A User Group allows you to group various Users
together so that you can collectively assign permissions in one easy step.

If you only see the Server Status and Encoders tabs then the account you have logged in with is not a
full System Administrator on the Server. In this case, you can't add or modify any accounts and can only
access the existing Encoders that your System Administrator has given you permission to use. If you are
not a System Administrator, please skip over any sections that deal with modifying accounts and
permissions.

Server Status Tab
This page gives a general overview of the status of your Server:
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The blue panel shows the name of your Server, the version of your Server and the account that you are
logged onto the Server with.
The bottom of the window displays:
Encoder and User Account Information:
•

The number of Encoder Accounts on your Server, if you are a System Administrator
or
The number of Encoders on your Server you can access, if you are not an Administrator

•

The number of User Accounts on your Server, if you are a System Administrator

•

The number of Users currently viewing video streams on the Server

Each of these items has a number of shortcuts to commonly performed actions, e.g. the Add a User
Account link is equivalent to the Add User button on the Users tab.
Server Licensing Information:
•

The number of available licenses for each of the licensed products.

•

The number of the licenses that are currently in use.

The mobile encoder license status has a short cut to the mobile license management menus. See
Appendix B for details on mobile encoder license management.
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The Refresh button at the bottom of the window will update the information on this (and all other pages)
with the latest information from the Server. It should be noted that there is no protection against multiple
authorized people editing the information held on the Server, so it is possible that changes not instigated
by you may happen between refreshes.

Encoders Tab
The Encoders tab is where you manage your encoder accounts and configure some of the settings of
your Encoders. Any Encoder that attempts to connect to your Server must have an account created
before it will be allowed to connect.

The list shows all the Encoder accounts that have created on the Server. Below the name of each
Encoder is the current connection status of the Encoder.
The different possible connection states are:
•

Not currently connected to Server
This signifies that the Encoder has an account created but is not currently available on the
Server.

•

Connected to Server
This means that the Encoder has connected to the Server. The Encoder is currently 'idle' as no
one has currently requested to stream the video. If the Encoder's link to the Server is encrypted
the status will also have '(AES-128/256 link)' appended, signifying which level of encryption is in
use.

•

Streaming (using TCP/UDP/AES-128) for 20 minutes to 1 viewer
The Encoder is currently connected and streaming. This message will vary depending on the
type of connection the Encoder is using for the video, the length of time it has been streaming,
and the number of viewers currently viewing the video. If the link is encrypted, the status will also
include the encryption type. If no encryption type is present, then the link is not encrypted.

Generally, you will always want your Encoders to stream using UDP, as UDP is more efficient and has
lower latency than TCP. The Encoder will select automatically and will always stream using UDP if it can.
If you see an Encoder streaming using TCP, this can signify a possible firewall or network issue.
•

Temporarily disconnected from server
This signifies that the Encoder was recently connected to the Server, but has disconnected.
This usually happens when the Encoder has detected an issue with the video link and has
decided to disconnect from the Server and then reconnect in an attempt to rectify the issue.
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The Encoder will normally re-appear on the Server after a short period of time.
If you have many Encoders and would like to search for a particular Encoder, enter a few characters from
the Encoder's name in the Search box at the upper right of window. This will cause the list of Encoders to
be cut down to only those that contain the characters you have entered. Additionally, you can use the
Only show connected Encoders check box, if you are searching for an Encoder you know is connected.
Underneath the Encoder list are various controls for managing Encoder accounts and configuring
your Encoders. The first three buttons at the bottom (only visible to System Administrators) allow you
to Add an Encoder account, Delete an Encoder account, and/or Edit an Encoder account.
The Configure button allows you to edit the settings of an Encoder (if, and only if, the Encoder is
currently attached to the Server). This will open up the Encoder Configuration window were you can edit
the setup and configuration of an Encoder.
The 'View Stream' button will open up a video window where you can watch the video stream from an
Encoder.

Encoder Groups Tab
The main list displays any groups you have created and the description of the group (if you added a
description). The controls along the bottom of the window allow you to create a new Encoder group, edit
or delete an existing Encoder group and decide which Encoders belong to an Encoder Group.

Users Tab
The Users Tab contains a list of all the users who are allowed to connect to the Server. When a user
connects to the Server, they require specific permissions to perform any actions (e.g. viewing a stream or
configuring an Encoder).
It is on this tab that you will create the users who are allowed to connect to your Server and decide which
permissions each user will have.
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The main list displays all of the users of the system, along with any description you added to the User
account. If the User's icon has a key next to it this signifies that the User account is a full System
Administrator.
The buttons along the bottom allow you to:
•

Create a new user account

•

Edit and delete users accounts

•

Assign User Permissions

•

Show a list of Connected Users

The steps required to allow a User to access an encoder are:
1.

Create the User a new account using the Add User button

2.

Assign the permissions to the User to access the Encoder using the Assign Permissions
button.

For security reasons it is recommended that a specific Systems Administrator is created for the
installation and the default one (i.e., Administrator) is removed or, at a minimum, change the
Administrator password.

User Groups Tab
The User Groups tab allows you to create groups of existing users. This is useful if several users need to
be set up that have identical access permissions.
For example, if you have ten viewers that you want to have to an Encoder, then it is often easier to
assign all ten users to one group and then add the permissions to the group, rather than manually add
the same permissions to all ten users individually.
If you were to then add another two users to the group those users would automatically gain the same
permission to use the Encoder as all other group members.
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The main list displays any User Groups you have created and the description of the group (if you added
a description).
The controls along the bottom of the window allow you to:
•
•
•
•

Create a New User Group
Edit and Delete User Groups
Add Users (Members) to a User Group
Assign permissions to a User Group

Generally, the steps necessary to use an Encoder group are:
1.

Create the new group using the Add Group button

2.

Assign the user to the group using the Assign Group Members button

3.

Assign the permissions to the group using the Assign Permissions button

It is also possible to create a group of Encoders and a group of Users and then, in one step, assign
permissions for the group of Users to the group of Encoders.

Create a New Encoder Account
From the Encoders Tab, select the Add Encoder button. This will open the Add New Encoder dialog:
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You must enter a name for the Encoder (this is the name that your users will use to view the video
stream) and a password. You will enter this name and password when you configure your Encoder
using the USB Thumb Drive software. There is also a field where you can enter a note for your
Encoder – this information is only available to System Administrators using Manager.
Once you have entered the details for your Encoder and hit the OK button, Manager will create the
Account on the Server. It will then appear in the list along with any other Encoder Accounts that appear
on the Server.

Edit and Delete Encoder Accounts
From the Encoders Tab, the Edit button will open the Edit dialog where you can change the password or
the note associated with an Encoder.
Changing the password only changes the password on the Server and does not change the
password stored on the Encoder itself. If your Encoder is currently connected to the Server using the
old password, it will no longer be able to connect to the Server until you reconfigure it or reset the password
back to the old password.
The Delete button will delete the Account from the Server. If you delete an Encoder Account, the Encoder will
be disconnected from the Server and will no longer be able to connect to the Server.

Show a List of Current Viewers
Select Show Viewers from the Server Status tab to see who is currently viewing the video streams on an
Encoder.

In addition to showing you who is viewing the streams, you can perform the following operations (Note:
You must select the desired Viewer, before the following tabs will be accessible [not grayed out]):
•
•

•

Refresh. This button will update the list of viewers on the Server.
Resolve Address. This button will take the selected viewers from the list and try to resolve the
IP Address into a fully qualified domain name. This option is useful for trying to determine the
location of a viewer, however it is not always successful as not all IP Addresses resolve to a
proper domain name (e.g. mobile viewers will rarely resolve).
Kick Viewer. This button will take the selected viewers and terminate their video stream from
the Server. It should be noted that there is nothing to stop a viewer from re-opening the stream
again manually. If you desire a more permanent solution, you should also remove their
permissions to view the stream.
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•

Release PTZ Controls. This button will close the PTZ link of the selected viewer, whilst leaving
their video stream open. There is nothing to stop a viewer from requesting PTZ access again,
so if you desire a more permanent solution, then remove their permission to use the PTZ
controls.

Configure an Encoder from TVI Manager
To configure the settings stored on an Encoder, you should select the Encoder from the list on the
Encoder tab and hit the Configure button. This will open up the Configure Encoder dialog.

General Tab
The options available in this dialog will change depending on the model of Encoder and the firmware that
is installed on the Encoder. The heading on this dialog will show the Encoder model and firmware that is
currently running on the Encoder.
The General tab also shows the current Encoder status such as the type of network connection the
Encoder uses and what each port on the Encoder is currently configured for.
Amongst the various status items that are listed are:
• How the Encoder's communication settings are
configured.
Additionally,
if
configured
for
communications failover, it should list which
communication method is the primary and which is the
secondary link, along with which is currently in use.
• The modem signal strength, and which
modem technology is currently in use (e.g., 3G,
GPRS). If the model signal is listed as (unknown)
then the Encoder has been unable to connect the
modem to the cellular network.
• The Encoder's DC voltage level. Normally,
using the supplied Encoder power supply the voltage
should read 12V. However if you use the terminal block
you can use a wider range of voltages, and so this
display allows you to monitor what voltage level the
Encoder is recording.

For Encoders configured to use the 3G Modem, you have the option to switch the Encoder between
modem auto-switching (where the Encoder will automatically use the best connection type available from
HSDPA/3G/EDGE/GPRS) and only using EDGE/GPRS technologies. This is useful when the Encoder is
in a marginal 3G signal area and is continually switching between 3G and GPRS/EDGE.
After you request to change between one mode and the other, the Encoder must disconnect from the
network and then attempt to rejoin. Sometimes (especially on GPRS), the acknowledgement of the
request isn't delivered in time before the Encoder disconnects from the network and so Manager thinks
the request is lost. If the request times-out, we recommend allowing the Encoder to connect back in and
then observing if the change has actually occurred.
The last option on the General page is to change the Encoder's time zone. This affects the time that is
displayed to users of Control Center, as Control Center will display the video time using the Encoder's
local time zone.

Camera Tab
The Camera Tab is where you can configure the Encoder with any PTZ cameras that are connected to
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the Encoder.
•

PTZ Camera Protocol
Sets the protocol that the Encoder will use to communicate with PTZ cameras. Once you have
selected your protocol, you should then place a tick against each camera input that has a PTZ
camera attached. All PTZ cameras connected to the same Encoder must use the same
protocol.

•

Camera Inputs and PTZ
The available Video Inputs will be listed here. PTZ control can be enabled for specific video
inputs by ticking the PTZ Camera Attached box. For some protocols, (e.g. Pelco) the PTZ
Camera Address must be specified and must be unique. The address is the ID of the camera
and depends on how the camera’s PTZ control has been wired up to the Encoder.

•

RS485/RS422 (or RS232) port baud rate
This specifies the baud rate that will be used for PTZ communication. This will depend on the
type of camera connected.
• RS485/RS422 port mode
The Encoder uses the same port for RS485 and
RS422. If your PTZ camera uses either of these, you
must set which mode the port should operate in. This
will depend on the type of camera connected.
• Currently Selected Input
This refers to the video input on the Encoder that is
currently being used to stream video.
Video Termination

Termination stops interference from being introduced
into the video signal wiring. If a camera is only
connected to the Encoder and nothing else then this
should be set to Terminated. If the camera is
connected to other devices, in addition to the
Encoder, set this to No Termination so that the video
signal can continue along the wire to the next device.

Port Usage
Describes how the RS232, RS485/422, and USB ports are currently configured.

Archiving Tab
An approved external DVR (Digital Video Recorder) can be connected to the Encoder to allow it to store
archived footage. Additionally, this allows the Encoder to utilize more than one camera input.
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•

DVR Model
Select the type of DVR that is connected to the Encoder from the list.

•

Enable Archive Recording
Tick this option to enable recording to the DVR. If this is not ticked then new recordings will not
be stored.

•

Allow Archive to be viewed remotely (through Control Center)
Control Center supports playback of archived footage from the DVR. If this option is ticked the
Encoder will inform Control Center that it has archive footage available to view.

•

Keep DVR clock synchronized with Encoder
By default the Encoder will keep the clock on the DVR in sync with the Encoder's clock. This is
generally preferable as the DVR will always be in a known consistent state. However as this
feature forces the DVR to use GMT as opposed to local time this can cause issues if you wish to
use the DVR footage as evidence. This is because the wrong time will be stamped on the
original video footage. In this circumstance you can disable the synchronization of the DVR
clock. This does mean that the user must correctly set up the DVR's clock during installation, as
the Encoder no longer performs this job.

For further information on configuring an external DVR on your Encoder, please refer to the appropriate
Knowledge Base Article on the Digital Barriers Support Site.

Other Devices Tab
This tab holds the settings for the supplementary devices that can be configured for use with an Encoder:
•

GPS Device
An external GPS receiver can be connected to the Encoder. Use the default GlobalSat. This
will allow the Encoder to report its location. This location information is available to the Viewing
applications allowing locations to be displayed on maps.

•

Enable Serial Pass-Thru
If you have made the appropriate connections and have the necessary software at the receiving
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end, you can enable serial pass-thru. Once enabled you can select which port you wish to
connect the pass-thru with, the baud rate and whether to send the out-bound data to all viewers.
If selected the serial data from the Encoder to the viewers will be transmitted to all viewers. If not
selected the serial data only gets sent to the viewer who has opened the serial connection.

An external GPS receiver can be connected to the
Encoder. This will allow the Encoder to report its
location. Control Center will display an Encoder’s
location using Google Earth (if it has been installed).
An alarm input is provided on the Encoder. When
external events trigger an alarm on the alarm input an
alarm is raised and will be reported to the Operator in
Control Center.
The final option is with regard to the Serial Pass Thru
capability of the Encoder. This feature allows the
installer to connect a remote serial device to the Encoder
(using either RS232, RS485 or RS422) and to
communicate with it remotely from the client end. Use of
this feature requires additional software at the client end.
Please contact SEMCO for more information on how to
use this feature.

Audio Tab
This tab configures the Audio output from the Encoder.

•

Enable Audio Streaming
This is the master 'Audio On/Off' switch. If this option is enabled then you will be able to select
an audio codec on the 'Video Stream' tab.

•

Enable Stereo
If the audio device connected to the Encoder captures stereo audio, then tick this option. Please
note that this will double the bandwidth required for the audio codec and so you should double
check the settings on the 'Video Stream' tab to confirm they are still valid.
• Audio Power (S400 Only)
The S400 can provide power for an audio
device. See S400 manual for electrical
specification. The power can be disabled, or
enable when viewing video.

Audio requires a share of the bandwidth
used by the Encoder to transmit video. If
stereo is enabled then the bandwidth
required for audio doubles. This will
reduce the amount of bandwidth
available for video. When the data rate is
low (e.g., < 50 Kbps), it is recommended
that you do not enable Audio. If the
circumstances require audio, do not
select Stereo.
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Video Stream Tab
This tab configures the amount of bandwidth that the Encoder will use for transmitting the video and audio
(if enabled). The amount of bandwidth available will depend on the type of network connection the
Encoder has.
If you are using the internal 3G modem or communications failover, there will a list box at the top of the
dialog that lists the different connection types that can be used (e.g. HSDPA, 3G, EDGE, GPRS) and the
one that is currently in use. Each of these has different bandwidth, video and audio settings to reflect that
each type of connection has different limitations. You must edit each connection individually and tailor
each type of connection to your needs.

•

Maximum stream bandwidth
This is the maximum amount of bandwidth the Encoder will use at any time.

• Minimum stream bandwidth
This is the minimum amount of bandwidth the
Encoder should use when transmitting video and
audio. The purpose of these settings is to set a
minimum performance level for viewers. If any
viewer can't maintain a video link at a level above
the minimum bandwidth then that viewer will be
dropped from the Server. This is to stop that
viewer from degrading the video connection for
the remainder of the viewers.
• Video frame-rate
Select the frame rate for the video output from the
Encoder. As the Encoder automatically detects
PAL or NTSC, there are two frame-rates listed for
each option. The higher rate listed is for NTSC.
Higher frame rates require more bandwidth but
may produce smoother video. If the amount of
bandwidth is limited and the frame rate has been
set too high, then the video dimensions will be
reduced.

Listed below the frame-rate are the video
dimensions. This allows an Administrator to
override the automatic dimensions that TVI
selects given the video frame-rate and maximum bandwidth. The dimensions that Manager
recommends are marked with (recommended). This is also the setting that Control Center will
use if the user adjusts the frame-rate there.
•

Audio encoding bandwidth
If you have enabled Audio Streaming on the Audio Tab, you can now enable audio for the
current connection type. It is possible to have audio enabled for some connections types (e.g.
3G) but not others (e.g. GPRS). Choose the audio codec that will be used to compress the
audio. Each codec requires a different amount of bandwidth, with higher bandwidth codecs
producing better quality audio and vice versa.
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Alarms Tab
The Alarms Tab allows configuration of the encoder’s built-in triggers, power triggers and any external
triggers it may support. It allows for the configuration
of logical trigger rules that when satisfied will result in
one or more actions being performed.
Built-in Triggers
The number of built-in triggers varies per Encoder
model. See Encoder specifications for number of
available triggers. Each trigger may be disabled, edge
triggered (rising or falling) or level triggered (level
changed).
•

• Power Triggers
A power trigger can be asserted when the input
voltage drops below the configured Low Voltage
Threshold. The available range is indicated by the
configuration dialog.
• External Triggers
The encoders support a number of external trigger
devices. These connect to the encoder over the
RS232 port and provide notification of external trigger
events. The message format of the event notification
is proprietary to the attached external trigger device.
The encoder supports a number of these message formats. See External Triggers drop down
for the list of supported message formats. A given message format has a corresponding list of
event types that can be generated.
•

Alarm Rules
It is possible to create, edit and delete alarm rules. An Alarm rule allows one or more actions to
be performed when the specified trigger conditions and states are satisfied.
Note where alarms are provided by External Triggers it is necessary for the encoder to be in a
wake state such that it can monitor the external trigger serial connection.

Alarm Rules
An alarm rule is:
•

Rule ID
An Identifier that uniquely identifies the rule in the range of 1-.32. Note this range may vary
dependent on Encoder model.

•

Rule Description
A user defined text string that can be used to identify the alarm. This string is appended to any
event notifications within the system.

•

Triggers
These can be built in triggers, external triggers, encoder environmental events (e.g., Camera
Disconnection) and the types of events they generate. The list of external trigger types available
for selection will depend on the type of external trigger device. Note that some external trigger
devices may provide further filters (for example, external trigger device node IDs). The user can
select one or more triggers, their types, and any other support filters that should be considered
for that alarm rule.

•

Trigger Logic and Timing
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This specifies how the triggers are to be monitored. The user can specify that the triggers must
happen in the specified order or can happen in any order. The user can also specify the time
frame within which the triggers must occur before the rule is considered satisfied.
•

Actions
This specifies the actions that are to be performed when the rule is considered satisfied. One or
more actions can be specified. Actions can be added, edited and deleted. This includes:
o

Moving to a PTZ Preset where the camera input for the preset number can be
specified

o

Send an SMS Alert where a destination number is specified

o

Send an Alarm Notification to the Server

o

Wake the unit from sleep (Note: this will cancel any sleep state that has been
specified for the encoder.)

When the action results in a notification being sent (e.g., to a phone number or server), the
notification includes the Rule ID, the Rule Description, and a timestamp as to when the alarm
rule conditions was satisfied.

Advanced Encoder Configuration

Advanced Encoder configuration options can be accessed from the Configure Encoder dialog by
pressing the Advanced button and selecting one of the following options:
•

Configure Advanced Settings
This displays the Configure Connection Profile dialog that allows the capacity of the network
connection channel to be modified. Changing these settings will affect the amount of bandwidth
available for video and audio. These settings should not be modified.

•

Upgrade Firmware
This option allows the firmware on the Encoder to be updated remotely. If you have been
provided with an updated firmware (a .firmware file) for your Encoder, then select the Upgrade
Firmware option to open a file dialog that will allow you to specify the location of the firmware
file. Press the Open button. This will display the Upgrade Firmware dialog containing
information about the existing firmware on the Encoder, the new firmware, and the differences
between the two. Press the OK button to start the firmware upgrade process. A progress dialog
will be shown while the firmware is being downloaded onto the Encoder. The Encoder will still be
accessible during this time. When the firmware has been downloaded onto the Encoder, the
Encoder will reboot and apply the new firmware.

•

Configure Deep Sleep
An Encoder can be put into a Deep Sleep mode. This means that the Encoder will go offline and
power down for a specified amount of time. The Encoder will periodically power on and send a
message to the server to see if it has reached its wake up time. When the wake up time has
been reached, the Encoder will come back online.
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To put the Encoder into Deep Sleep mode, select the
Configure Deep Sleep option. This will display the
Configure Encoder Deep Sleep dialog. Check the
Enable Deep Sleep box, then specify the amount of
time the Encoder should go to sleep (in the boxes
provided). Press the OK button to set the sleep time
on the Server for the Encoder. The Server will send a
message to the Encoder requesting it to go to
sleep immediately. So only do this when you are
ready for the Encoder to go to sleep.
To cancel the Deep Sleep so that the Encoder wakes
up before the amount of time specified has elapsed go
back into the Configure Deep Sleep dialog for the
Encoder, un-tick the Enable Deep Sleep box then
press the OK button. The Encoder may not wake up
immediately. The amount of time it will take for the
Encoder to wake up will depend on how often the
Encoder checks with the server to see if it should wake
up. Consult your Administrator.

Area of Interest Control
Area of Interest (AOI) allows you to identify parts of the image that are of more interest and thus can be
encoded with more data.
To enable AOI:
1. Open the Area Of Interest tab to see the
Area Selection screen
2. Check the Enable Area of Interest check
box and then click and drag to highlight an area on
the video.
3. Move the Area of Interest Bias slider to
about ¾ of the way along as show in the screenshot
above. Then click Apply to activate Area of Interest.

It is possible to select or unselect any of the boxes on
the grid to make different shaped areas. The Area of
Interest Bias slider control is used to control the
quality of video compression that is applied to the
selected area, (i.e., the percentage of the bandwidth
that will be allocated to the highlighted area). The
Summary section describes how much extra
bandwidth has been allocated. When the slider is all
the way to the left at the Low position, this will only allocate a very small amount extra to the AOI.
At the Total position, all of the available bandwidth will be allocated to the AOI and the rest of the frame
will become grey as shown.
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The overall effect of the AOI feature is
dependent on the position of the Bias slider,
as well as the actual size of the Area of
Interest that has been highlighted. For
example a larger AOI is not able to effect as
much change on the bit allocation as a smaller
area. In practical terms this means that with
a larger area of interest a large improvement
in video quality is not possible, given current
bandwidth restrictions. Therefore, the smaller
the area of interest, the more control a user has
over the video quality that can be leveraged on
that area.
This is shown in more detail in the following
example: an area of 80% has been
highlighted with a max bandwidth of 30 kilobits/sec. With the slider at Low 24 Kbps, - 80% of the
bandwidth is allocated to the area of interest as expected. However, if the Bias slider were to be
moved to the Total position, only an extra 6 Kbps would be allocated to the AOI, i.e. from the total
available bandwidth of 30 Kbps. So the slider in this case only represents a possible allocation of an
extra 6 Kbps to the AOI. Furthermore, this 6 Kbps will be allocated over the big area of interest. In
practical terms, this will result in only a very small increase in quality over the area of interest.

However, with a much smaller area of interest the slider can represent a much larger range of extra
bandwidth to allocate to the AOI. The following example uses an area of 20% at a max bandwidth of
30 Kbps, which gives a potential 24 Kbps that can be allocated to the AOI using the Bias slider.

Please note that the Area of Interest feature works on 32 x 32 blocks of images. The AOI highlight grid
is based on a video dimension of 352 x 288. At smaller video dimensions, this grid will be scaled
approximately and the area that is optimized, although approximately correct, may not be exactly the
same.

Create a New Encoder Group
Select the Add Encoder Group button from the Encoder Groups tab. This will open the Add New
Encoder Group dialog.
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You must enter a name for the group. There is also a field where you can enter a note for the Encoder
Group – this information is only available to System Administrators using Manager.
Once you have entered the details for the Encoder Group and pressed the Ok button, Manager will
create the group on the Server. It will then appear in the list along with any other Encoder Groups that
already on the Server.

Edit and Delete Encoder Groups
From the Encoder Groups tab, the Edit button will open the Edit dialog where you can change the note
associated with a group.
The Delete button will delete the selected Encoder Group from the Server. Deleting an Encoder Group
does not delete the Encoders that are members of the group. However, all the permissions associated
with the group will be removed, which may result in Users not being able to access the Encoders that
were members of that group.

Add Encoders to an Encoder Group
From the Encoder Groups tab, select the group you want to modify in the list then select Assign Group
Members. This will open the Show Group Members dialog.

Select Add Member. This will display a list of Encoders that are on the Server. Select the Encoders you
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want to add to the group, then select Finish. The selected Encoders should now be shown in the list of
group members. Press the OK button to add the Encoders to the Encoder Group on the Server.

Create a New User
Select the Add User button from the Users tab. This will open the Add New User dialog.

You must enter a name for the User and a password. The User will enter the name and password to log
in to Control Center. There is also a field where you can enter a note for your User – this information is
only available to System Administrators using Manager.
Once you have entered the details for your User and pressed the Ok button, Manager will create the
Account on the Server. It will then appear in the list along with any other Users that are already on the
Server.

Edit and Delete Users
From the Users tab the Edit button will open the Edit dialog where you can change the password and
note associated with a User.
The Delete button will delete the selected User from the Server. If you delete a User, they will no longer
be able to log in to Control Center.

Assign User Permissions
From the Users tab select the User from the list then select Assign Permissions. This will display the
Edit Permissions dialog.
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There are two main types of users:
•

Full System Administrator
Can access all Encoders on the Server and perform any actions on them. Can
add/delete/modify accounts on the Server

•

Limited User
Can only perform the actions that they have been granted (specific permissions) on those
specific Encoders.

Select Add Encoder to add an Encoder (if it is not already on the list) that the User can access. This will
display the list of available Encoders on the Server.
Select an Encoder, then press the Next button. This will display the Set Permissions dialog.
Select the specific actions you want to allow the User to perform. Alternatively, if you want to allow the
User to have unrestricted access to the Encoder then check the Full Administrator Permissions box to
make them an Encoder Administrator.
Once you have finished specifying the permissions, press the Finish button.

Create a New User Group
From the User Groups tab select the Add Group button. This will open the Add New Group dialog.

You then enter a name for the group. There is also a
field where you can enter a note for the User Group –
this information is only available to System
Administrators using Manager.
Once you have entered the details for the User
Group and pressed the OK button Manager will
create the group on the Server. It will then appear in
the list along with any other User Groups that appear
on the Server.
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Edit and Delete User Groups
From the User Groups tab, the Edit button will open the Edit dialog where you can change the note
associated with a group.
The Delete button will delete the selected User Group from the Server. Deleting a User Group does not
delete the User Accounts that are members of the group. However, all the permissions associated with
the group will be removed, which may result in Users being denied access to Encoders that were
accessed using the group permissions.

Add Users to a User Group
From the User Groups tab select the group you want to modify in the list then select Assign Group
Members. This will open the Show Group Members dialog.

Select Add Member. This will display a list of Users that are on the Server. Select the Users you want to
add to the group then select Finish. The selected Users should now be shown in the list of group
members. Press the Ok button to add the Users to the User Group on the Server.

Assign Permissions to a User Group
Assigning permissions to a User Group is the same as assigning permissions to a specific User. The
difference is that the permissions are applied to multiple Users at once.
When assigning permissions to a User Group, it is worth noting that User Group permissions and specific
User permissions augment each other. You cannot remove specific User permissions by removing them
from the User Group. Here are some examples:
•

A User only has permission to view the video stream from an Encoder. The User is added to a
User Group that has Encoder Administrator access to the Encoder. The User now has Encoder
Administrator access rights to the Encoder.

•

A User has all permissions enabled on an Encoder. The User is added to a User Group that has
either no access or restricted access to the Encoder. The User still has all permissions enabled
on the Encoder because the group permissions do not remove any specific user permissions.
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Using the PC and Laptop-based Video Viewers (SEMCO Control
Center and SEMCO Viewer)
This section contains the procedures for users who will view video streams on a Windows PC/laptop.

SEMCO Control Center for Windows
TVI Control Center allows you to manage multiple video streams in one window, adding multiple streams to a
video wall, while allowing you to configure some features of an Encoder. It also supports high-resolution photo
enhancement, PTZ camera control, and video and photo recording.

SEMCO Viewer for Windows
TVI Viewer allows you to watch one video stream, take control of the PTZ camera (if available), and record
video or photos (jpg).

Control Center for Windows (XP, Vista, Win7)

Features
Control Center allows the user to:

•

Open multiple video streams simultaneously on a video wall

•

Control one video stream at a time

•

Open secure video streams using AES 128-bit or 256-bit encryption

•

Change video camera input

•

View all camera inputs at once

•

Change the video encoding bandwidth

•

Change the audio compression bandwidth

•

Increase/decrease the frame-rate of the video stream

•

Alter the brightness/contrast

•

Perform a high-resolution enhancement of the video stream being controlled
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•

Archive transmitted video as JPGs and AVIs

•

Remote and local viewing of the archived video and JPGs

•

Start and stop remote archive recording

•

Monitor Encoder diagnostics; signal strength, modem status, network uptime, and temperature

•

Receive notification of alarm events

•

View the encoder position in Google Earth (if a GPS sensor is available and Google Earth is
installed)

System Requirements
•

Control Center is only supported on Windows XP, Windows Vista, and Windows 7

•

Control Center may run on a 64-bit version of Windows (unsupported)

•

1Ghz Processor or better (Pentium 4/Core 2 Duo/Athlon 64 preferred)

•

512MB RAM (each open Video Stream requires up to 40MB RAM). 1GB RAM is
recommended if you are opening more than 8 streams at once

•

DirectX 9 or above installed

•

A hardware accelerated graphics card (NVIDIA or ATI preferred) will lower CPU usage
considerably

Installing Control Center
On the supplied USB Thumb Drive there is a ‘Software and Documentation\TVI Control Center' folder
containing one setup executable. It is a simple installer application that will copy Control Center onto your
machine and setup a Start Menu icon.
Once installed, you can start Control Center from the icon in your Start Menu in the All Programs/SEMCO
Control Center/Control Center folder. Recommend creating a Control Center desktop shortcut.

The Control Center Interface
The main program window is split into three parts:
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•

Video Stream List
This contains a list of all the video streams you can control or view.

•

Control Window
This window allows you to view and control one stream. In this window you can:

•

o

Change Camera Inputs

o

Adjust compression quality

o

Alter the color and brightness of the video

o

Change the audio compression settings

o

Capture the stream as JPEG and/or AVI

o

Take control of the PTZ

o

Browse and playback any archived material (if available)

o

Perform High-Resolution Enhancement of the video

o

Change the audio playback volume

Video Wall
The remaining space in the window is taken up by the Video Wall. The Video Wall is where you can
monitor one or more video streams and, if necessary, quickly take control of any desired video
stream.

Working with the Video Stream List
The Video Stream List contains all of the TVI Encoders that you can watch or control. The List is on the left
margin of the main program window, and by default automatically hides itself when not in use. To view the
Video Stream List, hover over the Video Stream List button on the left margin. This will cause the List to
appear. From here, you can select and use any of your Video Streams, as desired. If you want the Video
Stream List to be permanently visible (i.e. not to auto-hide), then press the pin button at the top- right of the
Video Stream List.

However, this will reduce the amount of usable space for the Control Window and Video Wall. To auto-hide the
Video Stream List, press the pin button again.

Add a Video Stream to the List
Select Add New Video Stream from the File menu. You will then be presented with the Add Video Streams
Wizard:
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Enter the address of the Server that will
serve your desired video stream. If you
have previously entered the Server's
address, it will be available to select from
the Previous Servers list box. If you want
to create an encrypted connection to the
Server, then ensure the Use Secure
Connection box is ticked. Once you have
entered the Server's address, click Next.
If this is the first time you have created a
secure connection to this Server you will be
presented with the Verify New Server Key
dialog. The purpose of this dialog is to
make sure that you are creating a secure
connection to the correct Server before
divulging your username and password or
viewing video, etc. You can verify the 32
character fingerprint key by comparing it to
the 'fingerprint.txt' file created by the Server.
Alternatively, you can verify against the
Server's 'encryption.pack' file by using the
Verify Encryption Pack button. If you are
unsure about any of this please speak to
your Server Administrator. Once you are
satisfied with the Server's authenticity, you
can click 'Allow Always' to save this Server's
details or use 'Allow This Time' to allow the
secure connection once.
The wizard will then communicate with the
TVI Server and retrieve a list of available
Video Streams.
From the list of available Video Streams
you should tick any that you want to add to
your Video Stream List. If a Video Stream is
missing from the list (e.g. it is currently out of communication range), you can manually add it using the 'Add
Manual' button. Once you have ticked any desired Video Streams, you should click the 'Finish' button.

The Video Streams that you selected have
now been added to your Video Stream
List:
If you select a Video Stream that you have
added, you will be able to take control of
that Stream, add it to the video wall, or
remove the Video Stream from your List.
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You can also use this menu to access
Connection Diagnostics which allow you to
convert an existing connection between a
secure
connection
and
a
non-secure
connection. A secure connection is denoted by
a padlock icon on top of the encoder icon in the
Video Stream List. You can also reset the
connection with the Video Stream (if you are
having difficulties viewing the Video Stream).
Note: If you encounter difficulties viewing the
Video Stream, you may need to reset the
connection. This is generally unnecessary as
Control Center monitors the connection and
indefinitely attempts to repair any broken
connections. The only time Control Center will
not repair the connection is when you are
'kicked off' by an Administrator.
You can also access Encoder Diagnostics through this menu. This allows you to do the following tasks:

•

'Refresh Encoder Settings' - Clears any cached settings and reloads them

•

'Request Encoder's Temperature' - Reads the Encoder's core temperature

•

'Request Encoder's Sleep Settings' - Read and Set the Encoder's Deep Sleep Settings

•

'Request Connection Status' - Review the Encoder's connection method and uptime

•

‘Request Encoder’s Events’ – Retrieves the list of all Encoder events within the specified time period.

•

'Start/Stop Archive Recording' - Control the behavior of the remote archive attached to this Encoder

Saving Video Stream Lists
When you close Control Center, you will be prompted to name your Video Stream List so that Control Center
can save it for you. From then on, Control Center automatically saves your Video Stream List when you close
Control Center. You can also save your video stream list at any time by selecting 'Save Video Stream List' from
the 'File' menu.

If you enter a name for your Video
Stream List, Control Center will always
open that List when you open Control
Center and automatically save your List
when you quit Control Center. Click
Close.
If you wish to have different sets of Video
Streams saved in different Video Stream
Lists, you can change to a different List by
selecting Open Video Stream from the File
menu. You will be presented with this
dialog:
From this dialog you can start a new Video
Stream List or open one you have used
previously. As before, if you haven't named
your existing Video Stream List, you will be
prompted to save the changes before proceeding.
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Working with the Control Window
The Control Window allows you to view and configure a Video Stream, steer any attached PTZ camera,
perform High-Resolution Enhancement, store video and photos, etc.

Opening a Video Stream in the Control Window
•

Open the Video Stream List

•

Select the desired Video Stream - you will be presented with the following menu:

•

Select Control this Video Stream. The Control Window will now open and display the Video Stream
that you have selected. If the Control Window was already open it will replace the stream currently
displayed with the stream you have just selected.

The Control Window Interface
The Control Center interface is split into three areas:
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Video Playback Window
The top-left window is where the video is displayed, along with the video stream's name, bandwidth,
frame-rate and a padlock icon if encryption is in use.
There is also a control toolbar where you can perform the following actions:

•

Open the PTZ Controls (if available)

•

Start a high-resolution image enhancement

•

Browse the Archive

•

Add a bookmark to the Archive (using the current video frame for position)

•

Start / Stop recording the video into a MJPEG AVI

•

Capture the current frame to JPEG

Configuration Controls
The middle window contains various controls that you can use to change the behavior of the Encoder. It
also contains a Media Archive (Local Media Tab) that will list all of the images and videos you have most
recently saved for this Video Stream.
Audio Playback Volume
The bottom panel allows you to change the volume of the audio playback. If there is no audio in the video
stream then the controls will be greyed out.

Configuring a Video Stream
There are five tabs that allow you to configure the Video Stream and select your most recent archives:

•

‘Camera’ Tab
Allows you to select which Camera Input you wish to view. If your Encoder supports it, you may
also have the ability to 'View All Inputs' which will display a 4-way split of all four Camera Inputs
simultaneously.

•

‘Frame-rate’ Tab
Allows you to adjust the motion level and bandwidth of the Video Stream. The maximum
bandwidth will normally be determined by the communication channel being used by the TVI
Encoder, so the main purpose in changing the compression bandwidth is to lower it to a level
that a particular viewer (e.g. on GPRS) can reliably maintain. Note: When you select a new
frame rate, Control Center will automatically calculate the optimum capture dimensions so that a
minimum quality level is maintained. Control Center will always display the video at 352 x 288 in
the Control Window regardless of the compressed video's dimensions.

•

‘Audio’ Tab
Allows you to enable/disable audio compression in the stream and to select how much
bandwidth to allocate to the audio compression. The more bandwidth you allocate to the audio,
the better the audio will sound. This will consequently reduce the amount of bandwidth that is
available to the video stream, lowering the quality of the video.

•

‘Color’ Tab
Allows you to change the brightness, contrast, color and noise-reduction settings. Settings you
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select are set on the TVI Encoder and are subsequently visible to all users. NTSC users can
also change the hue setting.
•

‘Local Media’ Tab
Presents a list of the most recent AVI and JPG recordings in reverse chronological order (the
most recent listed first). These recordings can also be found in your designated Archive folder.

Locally Recording a Video Stream
When viewing a Video Stream in the Control Window, you can record the video as an AVI (Video For
Windows) file. This allows you to view the video in an external player. To record the video, simply press
the red Record button on the toolbar to start recording. Press the button again when you want to finish
recording. If the stream also contains audio, the audio will also be saved into the AVI file.

AVI File Codecs
•

The format of the video in AVI is Motion JPEG (MJEPG)

•

The format of the audio in the AVI is raw PCM.

Most Windows XP, Vista, and 7 machines will play the recorded video using Windows Media Player.
You can also save individual video frames by clicking the Save JPG button on the toolbar. This saves the
video frame as a JPEG file.
There are two ways to retrieve the saved videos and images:
•

Select the 'Local Media' tab
The resulting list will show you the most recent saved videos and images for this Video Stream
sorted by date and time. If you click an item on the list, Control Center will launch the
registered/default application for that file (i.e. usually AVI files will open in Windows Media
Player and JPEG files will open in Windows Image Viewer).

•

Using Windows Explorer
You can also access these files directly using Windows Explorer. The Archive location is found
by going to File/Preferences/Recording Tab. Note there is a default location, but you can
elect to save these files in a Custom internal or external location.

Using the Camera PTZ Controls
If the Video Stream you are viewing supports PTZ (Pan Tilt & Zoom) Camera Controls, you can click the
Open PTZ button on the toolbar to open a PTZ connection to the TVI Encoder.

There are some things to note:
•

If your TVI Server has Authentication enabled, your User name must have been granted
permissions to use the PTZ controls. Once the connection has completed, the PTZ controls will
become enabled and you will have control of the camera. The camera can be moved using the
following controls:

•

The on-screen “joystick” allows you to change where the camera is pointing. To use, select the
gripper in the middle and drag it in the direction you wish to steer the camera. The further from
the center you move the gripper the faster the camera will move. Alternatively, click on one of
the direction buttons and the camera will slowly begin moving in that direction - the longer you
hold down the button the faster the camera will steer.
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The Plus and Minus buttons zoom the camera in and out.
• The box at the bottom contains a list of Preset positions stored on the
camera (assuming your camera supports presets). To quickly change camera
position, select the preset and click the Go to Preset button or double-click the
Preset.
• To set a camera Preset move the camera to the desired position, select a
Preset from the list to overwrite and click the Set … button. You will then be
prompted for a Preset name. Alternatively, if you do not want to overwrite an existing
Preset, scroll down the list until you come to an entry that states [not set]. Once
entered, the Preset is saved onto the camera itself (so your change will affect all
subsequent Viewers).
•

You can also use the keyboard to steer the camera:

• The arrow keys will steer the camera - slowly at first, then after 2
seconds at normal speed
• The plus and minus keys (or alternatively the full stop and comma keys)
can be used to zoom in and out.
Note: Only one viewer can control the PTZ. You should disconnect the PTZ
controls by clicking the Close PTZ button if you are not using them so that others
can. Additionally, closing the Control Window does not automatically close the PTZ.
If you still have the Video Stream open in the Video Wall you will still have the PTZ open.

Browsing the Archive
This section only applies if you have an approved external DVR. If your external DVR is not listed, you
will just treat it as a normal external drive.
If your Encoder has an Archive disk attached and Remote Archiving Playback enabled you should be
able to browse the video on the Archive disk by selecting the Browse Archive on the toolbar. This will
open the Remote Archive Panel:
The panel is split multiple segments:
•

Playback Controls
These allow the User to change the playback speed and direction (forwards/backwards).

•

Bookmark List
If you have added any bookmarks to the Archive, you can change the playback position by
selecting a Bookmark from the list. If you want to remove a bookmark from the list, you should
select it then hit the ‘Delete’ button. You should be aware that bookmarks are not deleted
automatically by the Encoder – it is possible that they point to a position in the Archive that no
longer exists. In this case the Encoder will begin Archive playback as close to the requested
time as possible.

•

Archive Time Browser
The bottom list box is a hierarchical view of all times currently available on the Archive. You are
initially presented with a list of days that have Archive material available. If you select a day,
Control Center will then retrieve a list of hours that have material available. Finally, if you select
an hour you will see which minutes have material available. For example, to find a specific time
(Wednesday 18th July at 03:03am):
• Download Original Files
This is used to download original segments of video directly from the remote archive.

When you select a bookmark or browse to an Archive time, the live video will stop and be replaced by the
material from the Archive. The Control Window’s display will change to indicate that playback is from the
Archive. The time displayed will be the current playback position of the Archive.
Note that the appearance of the Remote Archive panel may vary depending on the type of archive
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attached.

Closing the Archive
Once you are finished viewing the Archive you should close it. Whilst viewing the Archive, all other
viewers will also see the Archive playback instead of live video. When you close the Archive, everyone
will see live video once again.
To close the Archive you should hit the ‘Browse Archive’ button again. As a safeguard, the Archive will
warn you after a five-minute period of inactivity that the Archive is still open and prompt you to continue
viewing or to close the Archive:
If you do not respond within 15 seconds Control Center will automatically close the Archive.

Time Zones

All times displayed in the Control Window are local to the Encoder. If the Encoder and Control Center are
in different time zones, there will be a time zone offset displayed below the video playback time:
This indicates how far ahead/behind the Encoder is to you. If you then click the displayed time zone
offset, you will see more detail about the time zone differences:

High Resolution Enhancement
When bandwidth is limited, the TVI Encoder cannot send full-size, full-quality images back to the viewers
during normal operation. They are typically reduced to a size of between 160 x 120 to 352 x 288 and then
compressed. However, when the video is taken from the camera it is captured at a much higher size
(approximately 768 x 576). Using Control Center’s enhancement feature, it is possible to view the original
captured image. This allows you to see detail in the source image that might otherwise have been lost
during the reduction and compression process.

To use High-Resolution Enhancement, you must be currently controlling the desired Video Stream. To
quickly control a Video Stream on the Video Wall, double click the video. When an incident occurs where
you need to see more detail, you should click the Enhance button. This will close the Control Window and
open the High-Resolution Editor. If you have the subject video on the Video Wall, you can continue to
view that video while you are enhancing.
If the current video stream contains audio it will continue to play while the high resolution editor is open
so that you can continue to monitor the stream.
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Selecting an Area to Enhance
The top window contains the selection
area. This will initially display a blown-up
version of the video frame that Control
Center has received. In this window, you
are able to select specific areas to enhance
allowing you to retrieve the areas that are
of the most interest. Along the bottom of
the enhancement screen are multiple
JPGs with +/- time listed under each JPG.
These times are referenced from t=0
(Requested Frame). This allows you to go
“back in time” to pick a JPG that better
depicts what you may want to enhance.
When you are selecting an area you will be
given an indication of how long it will take
to retrieve the selected region. Once you
select an area, Control Center will request
the area from the Encoder. You will then
see the area sharpen as segments of the
area arrive from the Encoder.

Note: The Video Stream does not stop playing while High-Resolution Enhancement is taking place. The
High-Res images are drip-fed through the Video Stream and so will take some time to arrive. The larger
the area you select, the longer the entire area will take to download.
Once opened, the High-Res Editor will automatically resize itself to as large an area as possible, whilst
still allowing space for the Video Wall. However, there may be times when the size of the image being
enhanced is larger than the selection area and so only the middle section is displayed. You can change
from Enhance Area mode to Pan & Zoom mode by selecting the Pan & Zoom radio button. This allows
you to move or zoom to a different area of the source display by using the following controls:
•

Left Click and Drag - Pan around the image

•

Left Click - Zoom In

•

Right Click (or SHIFT + Left Click) - Zoom Out
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Once you have moved to the area of the image that interests you, you can return to the Enhance mode
by selecting the Enhance Area radio button. If you want to retrieve the entire image, you can hit the
Enhance All button - however this may take a long time, especially when viewing over low bandwidth
links. Control Center will estimate the time required to do so and ask you to confirm your request. The
Save JPEG button will save the High-Resolution image that you have selected into your Media Archive.
This JPG will be overlaid with a date/time stamp, names of Encoder and Server.

Working with the Video Wall
The Video Wall allows you to monitor many Video Streams simultaneously. The Video Wall occupies the
right hand side of the main program window, taking up the space not used by the Control Window:
The Video Wall will automatically
resize any Video Streams added
to it so that you can see all of the
Video Streams at once. The more
Video Streams you add the
smaller each video will become.
Streams added to the Video Wall
are video-only. Only the Control
Window will play back audio. To
listen to the audio on a Video Wall
item you should ‘double-click’ it to
take control of it in the Control
window.

Adding a Video Stream to the Video Wall
•

Open the Video Stream List

• Select the desired Video Stream - you will be
presented with the following menu:
• Select 'Add to Video Wall - the Video Stream will
now be added to the Video Wall.
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Using the Video Wall
You can perform the following operations on each Video Wall video stream:
•

Close Window
Use the Close button at the top right of the window to close the window.

•

Monitor Connection
The status icon at the top right of the window (next to the Close button) gives an indication of
the current state of the playing video. For a more detailed description, hover the mouse over the
video and a tool tip will appear giving a description of the video's status, frame-rate, bandwidth
and encryption (if in use). A 'PTZ' icon will also be present if you have the PTZ Control currently
open with that Video Stream. If you are locally recording the video stream, then a 'REC' icon will
also be displayed. The padlock icon indicates if this is an encrypted video stream.

•

Control Video Stream
You can immediately take control of the Video Stream by ‘double-clicking’ the video. This will
instantly open the Control Window with the current Video Stream. Note that this will replace any
existing Video Stream in the Control Window.

Working with the Alarm Window
TVI encoders may generate alarm conditions for a variety of reasons such as camera disconnected, low
battery voltage, or some external trigger source. The Alarm Window is the mechanism that Control
Center provides for the user to be notified of these events and provide access to previous events which
occurred while this instance of Control Center has been running.
By default, Control Center is configured to display the Alarm Window in the event of an alarm on any
encoder and sound a klaxon. To view a history of events for an encoder including before Control Center
was running, use the Request Encoder’s Events option under the Encoder Diagnostics section of the
context menu for the encoder in the Video Stream List.

Encoder Location Information (GPS)
It is possible to use a GPS receiver with Encoders to provide location information to Control Center. If a
GPS receiver is attached to an Encoder, the GPS data will be encoded in the data stream. The GPS
information is then decoded at the viewer and, in the case of Control Center, is displayed in Google Earth
(if it is installed).
Google Earth integration is enabled via the GPS menu by checking the GPS/Enable Google Earth
Integration option on the upper tool bar (next to File). Note that this option is only available, if Google
Earth is installed on the machine. If this option is enabled, Google Earth will automatically launch when
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Control Center decodes GPS location information from one of the open video streams.
Control Center will append a Google Earth KML file with the location data building up a path that the
encoder has followed over time. The KML file can be saved for reference.

Control Center also provides an option for Google Earth to track the latest encoder position.

SEMCO Viewer for Windows XP, Vista, 7
SEMCO Viewer allows you to watch one stream, control a PTZ camera (if available), and record video
and JPGs.

System Requirements
•

Microsoft Windows XP / Windows Vista / Windows 7

•

256MB RAM

•

DirectX 9 or above installed

•

Network Connectivity

Installing TVI Viewer for Windows
On the supplied USB Thumb Drive, there is a ‘Software and Documentation\TVI Viewer' folder
containing one setup executable that. It is a simple installer application that will copy the viewer files onto
your machine and setup a Start Menu icon.
Once installed, you can start SEMCO Viewer from Start/All Programs/SEMCO Viewer/SEMCO Viewer.
It is recommended that you create a desktop shortcut.

Connecting to a TVI Server
To view a video stream, you require the following information:
•

The IP Address of your TVI Server

•

The name of the Encoder video stream you wish to view

•

A username and password for that Encoder

From the File menu you should select the Connect option. This will open the Connect dialog:
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Enter the IP Address of your TVI Server in the Server Address edit box. If you want to create an
encrypted connection to the Server then ensure that the Use Secure Connection box is ticked. Next,
click the Connect button and the Viewer will then communicate with the TVI Server.

If this is the first time you have created a
secure connection to this Server you will be
presented with the Verify New Server Key
(see below) dialog. The purpose of this dialog
is to make sure that you are creating a secure
connection to the correct Server before
divulging your username and password or
viewing video, etc. You can verify the 32
character fingerprint key by comparing it to the
'fingerprint.txt' file created by the Server.
Alternatively, you can verify against the
Server's 'encryption.pack' file by using the
'Verify License Pack' button. If you are unsure
about any of this please speak to your Server
Administrator. Once you are satisfied with the Server's authenticity, you can click Allow Always to save
this Server's details or use 'Allow This Time' to allow the secure connection once.
Next, you will then be required to supply a username and password to access the TVI Server:
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At this point, the Viewer will present you with a list of available streams that you can view:

Once you select a video stream, the Connection Profile drop-down list will be enabled - at this point you
should select the Connection Profile that most closely matches the communications channel your
computer has to the Internet. This allows TVI Viewer to tune its video connection to the TVI Server.

Once you have selected your desired settings, you should click on the View Stream button. TVI
Viewer will then attempt to open the video stream.

Viewing the Video
If successful, TVI Viewer will be connected to the video stream on the TVI Server and you should now be
viewing the video. If you have created a secure connection, there will be a padlock icon at the bottom
right of the status text area.

Steering the Camera
If the stream you are viewing supports PTZ
(Pan Tilt & Zoom) Camera Controls, you will
see the camera controls on the right hand side
of the video window. To use these, you can
click the Connect button. TVI Viewer will then
attempt to open a PTZ connection to the TVI
Encoder (assuming you have been granted
permissions to use the PTZ controls).
There can only be one PTZ user per TVI
Encoder at any one time. If someone else is
using the PTZ controls the connection process
will fail and you will be told who is using the
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PTZ Controls.
Once the viewer has control of the camera, the PTZ Controls are enabled for you to
use:
•

The arrow buttons allow you to change where the camera is pointing.

• The small arrow buttons move the camera a small amount for fine tuning
the camera position
•

The middle arrow buttons move the camera normally

• The large arrow buttons move the camera in large amounts so that you can
quickly move from one location to another
•

The Plus and Minus buttons zoom the camera in and out

• The list box at the bottom contains a list of preset positions stored on the
camera. To quickly change camera position select the preset and click the 'View
Preset' button.
• To set a camera Preset move the camera to the desired position, select a
Preset from the list to overwrite and click the Set … button. You will then be prompted
for a Preset name. Alternatively, if you do not want to overwrite an existing Preset, scroll
down the list until you come to an entry that states [not set]. Once entered, the Preset is
saved onto the camera itself (so your change will affect all subsequent Viewers).
You can also use the keyboard to steer the camera:
• The arrow keys will steer the camera - slowly at first, then after two
seconds at normal speed
•

The full stop and comma keys are used to zoom in and out.

Remember only one viewer can control the PTZ - you should disconnect the PTZ controls if you are not
using them so that others can.

Recording Video and JPGs

Along the bottom of the Viewing Window are two icons, red in color. The left-most button starts and
stops video recordings; the right button takes snapshots (JPG format). If you wish to view the recordings,
select Options on the upper task bar and then select View Recordings. This action will take you to the
folder(s) containing your recordings. There is a separate folder for each Server and a separate sub-folder
for each Encoder. The recordings are titled by their date/time stamp.
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Appendix A: Linux
Installing TVI Server on Linux
Installing TVI Server on Linux is more complex than installing on Windows as you must use your own
mechanism to ensure that the TVI Server is automatically restarted if it encounters any issues. See the
section below on starting the server for more details.

1. On the supplied USB Pen Drive there is a ‘Software \Manual Install' folder. Copy the
‘TVIGServerGLinuxGx.x.xGtar.gz’ file onto your server machine.
2. You now need to extract the contents of this file to your system using the tar command
tar -xzf TVI-Server-Linux-x.x.x.tar.gz

3. Next, you need to setup TVI Server to use either 32 bit or 64 bit libraries. If you have a 64 bit OS
and 64 bit Java you must use the 64 bit libraries, otherwise you should use the 32 bit libraries. To
setup the 64 bit libraries do this:
cp linux-x64/* .

Or, for 32 bit libraries do this:
cp linux-x86/* .

4. The License Server process now needs to be started. This process needs to always be running at the
same time as the TVI Server process. Use this command line to start it:
rlm -ws 5055 -dlog /var/log/rlm.log

This process should be automatically started and monitored using the best method for your
Operating System. As every Linux distribution is different you will have to find the recommended
method for doing this for your OS. For example, Ubuntu would use ‘upstart’ to manage this
process (instructions are available at the end of this section). Another well-known system is
‘daemon tools’.
5.

Next, configure the TVI Server G type the following command at the command prompt:
java –Djava.library.path=. -jar NetworkServer.jar –config

The Server will now run through the configuration options (See Configuring the TVI Server for an
explanation of the configuration options).
When the configuration is complete TVI Server will ask if you want to start the Server. At this point we
recommend that you setup a process to automatically start and monitor the Server process – in the same
way that was setup for the Licensing Server. The command to start the Server is:
java –Djava.library.path=. -jar NetworkServer.jar

The Server will now be running, you can monitor the state of the Server by using the ‘tail’ command to
watch the log file:
tail -f /var/log/networkserver.system
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You should see output similar to the following which indicates that the Server has started successfully:
2012/08/03 - 15:26:20 (+0100) - INFO - Initialising Network Server ... 2012/08/03
- 15:26:20 (+0100) - INFO - Loading crypto manager.....
...
2012/08/03 - 15:26:25 (+0100) - INFO - Network Server started.

You now have a working TVI Server that can accept connections from TVI Encoders, Viewers and TVI
Manager.
You can check the TVI Server is accessible by installing and running TVI Manager and then connecting
to the Server.
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Appendix B: Mobile Encoders
Configuring a Mobile Encoder
General Tab
This description of the General tab is applicable to the Mobile Encoders.

In addition to the status information the General Tab for Mobile Encoders provides the following
functionality:
•

Selected Camera
If the device has a front and rear facing camera you will be able to select between them
using this setting. This will switch the camera that is being used for streaming video.

•

Enable Audio Streaming
This is the master 'Audio On/Off' switch. If this option is enabled then you will be able to
select an audio codec on the 'Video Stream' tab.

•

Enable Audio Only
This will switch the Encoder into Audio Only mode and disable video encoding on the
encoder. In Audio Only mode you will only be able to change audio related settings on the
‘Video Stream’ tab.

•

Enable GPS Device
This will allow the Encoder to report its location. Control Center will display an Encoder’s
location using Google Earth (if it has been installed).

Video Tab (Audio Only)
This description of the Video tab is applicable to the Mobile Encoder when in Audio Only mode. This
is configured in the same manner as the Video and Audio mode where no provision is made for
Video in the stream bandwidth for this audio only mode. Please see the Video Tab description for
details of parameters. If Audio Only mode has been selected on the general tab, only audio related
settings will be available from the Video Stream tab.
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Mobile Encoder License Administration
The Mobile Encoder App Activation Screen provides a list of all licensed and temporarily licensed
mobile devices along with their status that have connected to this server.

The following functionality is provided by the screen:
•

Nicknames
By clicking in the nickname field you can associate a nickname with a particular device,
making it easier to track or associate with a particular person or department.

•

Device information
Hovering over a particular entry will provide a tool tip with further information on the device
such as when the device last connected to the server and any further device identification
information if available.
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•

Trial Information
Any devices that have been granted a temporary trial license will show the remaining trial
period in the status field.

•

License Revoking
To revoke a licensed device click the ‘Revoke’ button next to the entry. This will cause the
device to be no longer licensed on that server, allowing another device to reuse that
license.
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Appendix C
Configuring the Encoder’s Thumb Drive (#2) and the Encoder
Step 1: USB Thumb Drive
Insert the USB Pen Drive into a USB slot on a PC running Windows XP, Vista, 7.
The Encoder configuration utility is located on the thumb drive - double-click on
‘ConfigureEncoder1.2.3.exe’ to run it. The Configure Encoder wizard will open.
Step 2: Encoder Model
Select the ‘i300 Encoder Board’ option; then ‘Next’
Step 3. Connection Method
Select: Standard LAN, Internal 3G Modem, Thrane BGAN Terminal, Synchronous Serial, or
Asynchronous Serial
Standard LAN (RJ45)

The Encoder will connect to any network / device
that has a standard LAN interface.

Internal 3G Modem

The Encoder has a built in 3G modem for mobile

Thrane BGAN Terminal

communications that supports HSDPA, 3G, EDGE and
GPRS
The Encoder has special support for Thrane & Thrane
BGAN Terminals.

Asynchronous Serial

Serial Radio Mode.

Note: You may use a 4G SIM Card with the 3G modem. See the proper settings for both 3G and 4G
SIM cards in the Quick Start Guide, Step 3.
Step 4. Connection Settings
a. LAN-based Connections
If the selected connection method is LAN or Thrane Terminals, the options on the
Communication Page allow for the editing of the LAN connection’s network configuration.
In most situations, the Encoder will obtain its network settings automatically from the network
gateway using DHCP.
If the network does not provide a DHCP address to the Encoder select ‘Use these settings’ and
then enter network settings that are valid for the network the Encoder is joining.
A DNS Server and Domain is only required if the supplied TVI Server address is a resolvable host
name (e.g. video.server.com) and not an IP Address.
b. Modem-based Connections
If the selected connection method is Internal 3G Modem, the options on the
Communication Page allow for the selection of a mobile network provider.
The wizard already has pre-defined settings for most of the major UK and North American
Mobile Operators – to use one of these simply select your operator from the 'Predefined
Settings for' list box. The appropriate details for your Mobile Operator will then be entered
automatically. The predefined settings are correct as of July 2010 and may be changed by the
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Mobile Operator at any time. Please confirm with your Mobile Operator that the predefined
settings entered are correct.
Otherwise enter the APN, username and password that are applicable to your Mobile Network.
It is also possible to select which network technology the Encoder should use. The Encoder’s
internal 3G modem supports HSDPA (3G) and EDGE (GPRS). The Encoder can be configured to
auto-switch between 3G and GPRS. However, due to the variety of different network
conditions encountered, auto-switching in marginal signal areas may result in an Encoder that
spends a significant amount of time switching between 3G and GPRS. In this situation, we
recommend setting the Encoder to GPRS Only.
Step 5. Backup Communications Method
Your Encoder can be configured to use a second backup connection in case of failure to the primary
communications method. The drop down menu at the top will list the remaining connections that could
be used to provide a backup capability. For most installations it is likely that the default setting of ‘Not
Enabled’ is correct.
For further information and help configuring the failover capabilities please refer to the ‘Using the
Communication Failover Feature of your Encoder’ Knowledge Base Article on the Essential Viewing
Support Site.
Step 6. Encoder Name and Password
Each TVI Encoder requires an account be created on your TVI Server (using TVI Manager). Enter the
exact encoder name and password details of the Encoder account that was created for this Encoder.
Step 7. Server Address
Enter the IP Address or Domain Name that the Encoder will use to communicate with the Server. This
can either be an IP Address (e.g. 12.87.54.255) or a domain name (e.g. video-server. company.com).
Step 8. Encryption
The pull down menu at the top of the Encryption page allows for three different options:
‘No Encryption’. Traffic between the Encoder and Server will be unencrypted.
‘Encrypt the link between Encoder and Server’. Encrypt the traffic between Encoder and Server
using built-in AES-128/256 Encryption. This option requires you to supply the Encryption Pack that
was created during the installation of TVI Server.
‘Connect to the Server using IPSEC VPN’. The TVI Encoder has an IPSEC VPN Client built-in to connect
to third party VPN Servers. Enter the settings that are necessary to connect to your VPN Server.
The ‘Advanced Settings’ button allows customization of the settings used to create the VPN connection.
Please consult with your VPN’s Administrator for further information on how to customize these settings.
For further information and help configuring the encryption capabilities please refer to the ‘Using
Encryption with TVI products’ Knowledge Base Article on the Essential Viewing Support Site.
Step 9. Encoder Time Zone
Select the Time Zone on the Encoder correctly so that the video playback time displayed in the viewing
application will be correct.
Step 10. Eject Thumb Drive
Once the appropriate settings have been entered hit the ‘Finish’ button to close the wizard. Follow the
given instructions on how to safely eject the USB Pen Drive from the computer.
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Step 11. Apply Configuration to Encoder
Transferring the settings from the USB Pen Drive to the Encoder is a process that must be performed
when the Encoder is powered on.
1. Plug the USB Pen Drive into the USB Socket on the Encoder.
2. If the Encoder is being configured to use the 3G modem then insert the mobile network SIM card
into the SIM slot on the front panel of the Encoder.
3. Power the Encoder.
4. Watch the Status Lights - the sequence should be:
Status Lights Color

Approx Time

Indicates

Power Only (green)

10 seconds

Powering up and booting

Animated orange lights

5 seconds

Performing update

All status lights solid green

Indefinitely

Update completed successfully

All status lights solid red

Indefinitely

Update failed

If all the status lights stay red indefinitely then there was an error transferring the settings to the Encoder.
Power the Encoder down, plug the USB Pen Drive back into your PC and check that the settings
entered were correct.
Step 12. Reset Encoder
1.
2.
3.

Remove the USB Pen Drive.
After a few seconds the Encoder will reset itself.
The Encoder should now attempt to connect to the TVI Server.

Boot Process
When powered the Encoder will move through each of the following light sequences:
Status Lights Color

Indicates

Flashing orange IP-Link

Initializing connection

Flashing green IP-Link

(3G Only) connecting to Network

Solid green IP-Link

Connection successfully created

Flashing orange Server-Link

Connecting to Server

Flashing green Server-Link

Handshaking with Server

Solid green Server-Link

Successfully connected to Server

Once all three phases are complete the Encoder should show three solid green lights. This signifies
that the Encoder is now connected to its Server.
The 3G and GPRS lights are used to signify which network technology the Encoder is currently using to
connect to the Internet:
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•

HSDPA/3G illuminates green when HSDPA is in use, orange when 3G is in use

•

EDGE/GPRS illuminates green when EDGE is in use, orange when GPRS is in use

If any red lights come on during the boot process or there are less than three green lights showing after
90 seconds, then a problem has occurred. The table below describes some of the common problems
that may occur:
Lights

Problem With

Reasons for Not Proceeding

No lights on

Power

• Encoder is not plugged in or is not switched on
• There is a problem with the power supply

Power (green)

Initializing the

• Possible problem with Encoder hardware

No other lights

Encoder

• Corrupt firmware

IP-Link (solid red)

SIM Card

• SIM Card not detected

IP-Link
(flashing red)

Creating
Network
Connection

• The network cable is not plugged in
• The Router is not powered
• The network settings are incorrect

• The Encoder is not getting a DHCP address
• Incorrect Mobile Settings
Lights

Problem With

Server Link

Unable to connect

(solid red)

to Server

Reasons for Not Proceeding

• The Server is not running
• The Server address is incorrect

• There is a firewall blocking access
to the Internet
Server-Link
(flashing red)

Server
Rejected
Connection

• The encryption pack is wrong
• The supplied Encoder password is wrong

Alternating between

Mobile signal

• No 3G or GPRS signal detected

red 3G light
and red GPRS
light

strength

• Existing Encoder with same name on Server

Fault Checklist
After 30-90 seconds (depending on the communications device) the Encoder should be fully powered
and connected to the Server.
If this has not happened then please check:
• The network settings on the USB Pen Drive are correct.
• The settings on the USB Pen Drive have been applied to the Encoder (Step 12 in Configuring the
Encoder).
• All the cables have been plugged in.
• The Internet connection that the Encoder is using is working correctly (if using the LAN
connection type).
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•
•

There is a mobile/satellite signal and that it is strong enough to maintain a full data connection (if
using the internal 3G modem or a satellite modem).
If there is a firewall blocking access between the Encoder and the Server then check that the
necessary ports are open (see below).
The Server is running.

Firewall Ports
The Encoder does not require any inbound ports opened on a firewall but will make
outbound connections to the server on the following ports:
• TCP port 9300
• TCP port 9301 (if using encryption)
• UDP ports 2048-2148
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